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PREFACE 
Historically, the step towards near rings was an axiomatic theory done by 
Dickson in 1905. The begining of 30's saw the first proper near ring 
consideration. Since then the theory of near ring has been developed much and at 
present it becomes a sophisticated theory with numerous applications in 
various areas namely geometries, interpolation theory, group theory, polynomials and 
matrices, specially designs which are an important application of near rings. In 
recent years its connection with computer science, automata, dynamical systems, 
rooted trees, coding theory, cryptography etc. have also been dealt with. A near ring 
is exactly what is needed to describe the structure of the endomorphisms of various 
mathematical structures adequately. 
Near rings are generalizations of rings. It is natural to generalize various 
concepts of rings to near rings. Betch, Beidleman, Ugh, Luh, Clay, Bell and others 
have generalized various concepts of near rings. Due to non ring character of a near 
ring the results have their own beauty. 
The present dissertation entitled Study of Derivations in Near Rings has 
been completed under the able guidance of Dr. (Mrs.) Asma Ali, comprises of 
four chapter. Each chapter is subdivided into various sections. The definitions, 
examples, results and remarks etc. have been specified with double numbers. The 
first figure denotes the chapter, second represents the section and third points out 
the number of the definitions, the examples, the results or the remarks as the case 
may be in a subsequent chapter. For example. Theorem 4-3.2 refers to the third 
theorem appearing in the second section of the fourth chapter. 
Chapter 1 of the dissertation contains some preliminary notions, basic 
definitions and important well known results which may be needed for the 
developement of the subsequent texts. This chapter as a matter of fact, aims at 
making the present dissertation as self contained as possible. 
Ill 
Chapter 2 is devoted to the study of derivations of near rings satisfying certain 
polynomial conditions. 
Chapter 3 deals with the product of derivations and commutativity of prime and 
semiprime near rings. In 1957 E.G. Posner established a very striking result which 
states that if R is a prime ring of characteristic different from two and di,d2 are 
derivations of R such that the iterate di ^2 is also a derivation of R, then one at 
least of di, ^2 is zero. A number of researchers generalized this theorem in several 
ways to mention a few: Bergen [48], Chebotarl [54], Chuang [55, 56], Hirano et al 
[71], Hvala [72], Jensen [78], Krempa [81], Lanski [93], Martindale [98], Ye et al 
[111]. 
Chapter 4 is devoted to the study of generalized derivations in near rings. 
In 1991 Bresar [42] introduced the notion of the generalized derivation in rings. 
Golbasi [65] defined the analogous concept of a generalized derivation in near rings. 
An additive mapping f : N —> N is said to be a right generalized derivation 
(resp. left generalized derivation) on a near ring N if there exists a derivation 
d : N —> N such that f{xy) = f{x)y + xd{y) (resp. f{xy) = d{x)y + xf{y)) holds 
for all x,y e N. f is said to be a generalized derivation of N associated with a 
derivation d if it is both a left and right generalized derivation of N. 
IV 
CHAPTER 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1 Introduction 
This chapter contains basic definitions and fundamental results in near rings the-
ory which we shall need for the development of the subject in the subsequent chapters 
of the present dissertation. The material for the present chapter has been collected 
mostly from the standard books like Clay [51], Meldrum [94] and Pilz [101]. 
1.2 Some near ring theoretic notions 
Definition 1.2.1(Near ring) A left near ring is an algebraic system (A'', +, ^) such that 
(i) {N, +) is a group (not necessarily abehan). 
{ii) {N, -k) is a semigroup. 
(Hi) a-k {b + c) = a-kb + a-k c, for all a,b,c E N. 
Analogously, if instead of (iii), we have the right distributive law 
{in)' (a + 6) * c = a • c + 6 • c, for all a, 6, c e A^  
holds, then N is said to be a right near ring. 
As in both the cases, the theory of near rings runs completely parallel, we may 
consider left near rings throughout and for simplicity call them as near rings. 
Example 1.2.1 (z) The most natural example of a left near ring is the set of all identity 
preserving mappings acting from left of an additive group G (not necessarily abelian) 
into itself with pointwise addition and composition of mappings as multiplication. 
(M) A^ = {0, a} with addition and multiplication defined as follows: 
+ 
0 
a 
0 
0 
a 
a 
a 
0 
0 
a 
0 
0 
0 
a 
a 
a 
It is easily checked that A'' is a left near ring. 
(iii) Let Rhe a ring and let R[x] be the set of all polynomials in one indeterminate 
over R. Define addition in R[x] in the usual way and define composition hy fog =^ fg 
where f,g ^ R[x]. Then {R[x], +, o) is a left as well as a right near ring. 
(iv) Let {R, +) be any group. Define multiphcation on i? by a • 6 = 6 for all a,b e R. 
Then [R, + , • ) is a left near ring and is known as a constant near ring. 
(u) For more examples one may consult [50]. 
Definition 1.2.2 (Subnear ring) A non void subset S of a near ring {N,+,-) is said 
to be a subnear ring of A'' if (S, +) is a subgroup of (A'', +) and (5, •) is a subsemigroup 
of (TV,.). 
Remark 1.2.1 A non void set 5 of a near ring A'' is a subnear ring of A'' if and only 
if for si,S2 € S,si- S2 e S and S1S2 G S. 
Example 1.2.2 Let 5 be a set of all polynomials of the form a + bx from R[x]. Then 
5 is a subnear ring of R[x]. We identify a + 5s by (a, b)eRxR. Then + and o of S 
induce the operations (a, b) + (c, d) = {a + c,b + d) and (a, 6) o (c, d) = {a + be, bd) on 
/? X i?, so (i? X i?, +, o) is a subnear ring of R[x\. 
Definition 1.2.3 (Characteristic of a near ring) The least positive integer n (if exists) 
such that nx = 0 for all x G A^  is called the characteristic of the near ring A'' which is 
generally expressed as char A'' = n. If no such positive integer exists, then A'' is said to 
have characteristic zero. 
Definition 1.2.4 (Torsion Free Element) An element x in a near ring A^  is said to be 
n-torsion free if nx = 0, impHes that x = 0. If nx = 0 implies that x = 0, for every 
X E N, then we say that A^  is n-torsion free. 
Definition 1.2.5 (Nilpotent Element) An element x of a near ring A^  is said to be 
nilpotent if there exists a positive integer n such that x" = 0. 
Definition 1.2.6 (Distributive element) An element x of a near ring A'' is called dis-
tributive if (y + z)x — yx + zx, for aU elements x,y ^ R. 
Remark 1.2.2 In a near ring 0 and the identity element 1 are distributive elements. 
Difinition 1.2.7(Distributive near ring) A near ring N is said to be distributive if all 
of its elements are distributive. 
Remark 1.2.3 In any near ring N 
{i) xO = 0, for all x G A^ , but not necessarily Ox = 0. However, if N is distributive, 
then Ox = 0. 
(M) x{~y) = ~xy, for all x,y ^ N, but not necessarily {—x)y 
is distributive, then {—x)y = —xy. 
-xy. However, if A'' 
Example 1.2.3 Let {G, +) be a non-abehan group and {R, +, •) be a ring. Let 
A'' = G ® R. Then {N, +) is a non-abehan group. Define multiplication in A'' as 
follows: 
ig,r)^{g',r') = {0,rr'). 
Then (A/",+,*) is a distributive near ring. 
Example 1.2.4 Let TV = {0,a,b,c,x,y} with addition + and multiphcation • defined 
as follows: 
+ 
0 
a 
b 
c 
X 
y 
0 
0 
a 
b 
c 
X 
y 
a 
a 
0 
X 
y 
b 
c 
b 
b 
y 
0 
X 
c 
a 
c 
c 
X 
y 
0 
a 
b 
X 
X 
c 
a 
b 
y 
0 
y 
y 
b 
c 
a 
0 
X 
0 
a 
b 
c 
X 
y 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
a 
0 
a 
a 
a 
0 
0 
b 
0 
a 
a 
a 
0 
0 
c 
0 
a 
a 
a 
0 
0 
X 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
y 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Then (A'', +, •) is a distributive near ring. 
Difinition 1.2.8 (Distributively generated near ring) A near ring A^  is said to be a 
distributively generated near ring (d — g) if it contains a multiplicative subsemigroup 
of distributive elements which genertates the additive group (A'', +) of A''. 
Example 1.2.5 The near ring generated additively by all endomorphisms of a group 
(G,+) (not necessarily abelian), is a distributively generated near ring. 
Remark 1.2.4 Each element of a distributively generated near ring can be expressed 
as a finite sum of distributive elements. 
Remark 1.2.5 Every distributive near is a distributively generated near ring but not 
conversely. 
Example 1.2.6 Let N = (0, a, b, c} with addition and multiplication tables defined as 
below: 
+ 
0 
a 
b 
c 
0 
0 
a 
b 
c 
a 
a 
0 
c 
b 
b 
b 
c 
0 
0 
c 
c 
b 
a 
a 
0 
a 
b 
c 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
a 
0 
a 
0 
c 
b 
0 
0 
0 
0 
c 
0 
a 
0 
c 
It is easy to check that A/" is a near ring but A'^  is not a distributive near ring. Consider 
the set S = {0, a, c}. Then it is easy to check that (5, •) is a subsemigroup of {N, •) 
of distributive elements which generates {N, +) with respect to + only. Then A'' is a 
distributively generated near ring. 
Difinition 1.2.9 (Division Near ring or Near field) A division near ring or a near field 
is a near ring in which the nonzero elements form a group under multiplication. 
Remark 1.2.8 Every division ring is a near field but not conversely. 
Example 1.2.7 The near ring in Example 1.2.1 (M) is a near field but not a division 
ring. 
Difinition 1.2.10 (Zero-symmetric near ring) A near ring A'' is called zero-symmetric 
if Ox = 0, for a\l X e N (Recall that left-distributivity yields xO = 0). 
Example 1.2.8 Let {N, +) be a group. Define multiplication • on (7 as follows: 
x-ky = < 
' 0 , if x = 0 
y , otherwise 
Then N under the defined multiphcation is a trivial zero-symmetric near ring. 
Example 1.2.9 The near ring in Example 1.2.1 (z) is a zero-symmetric near ring. 
Example 1.2.10 Let N = {0,1,2,3} with addition and multiplication tables defined 
as below: 
+ 
0 
1 
2 
3 
0 
0 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
2 
3 
0 
2 
2 
3 
0 
1 
3 
3 
0 
1 
2 
0 
1 
2 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
3 
0 
1 
2 
0 
2 
0 
2 
3 
0 
1 
0 
3 
It can be verified that A' is a zero-symmetric near ring. 
Remark 1.2.9 A d - 5 near ring is always zero-symmetric. 
Definition 1.2.11 (Zero-commutative near ring) A near ring N is called zero-
commutative if xy = 0 implies yx = 0, for all x,y £ N. 
Example 1.2.12 Let A'" = {0,a,b,c} with addition and multiplication tables defined 
as below: 
+ 
0 
a 
b 
c 
0 
0 
a 
b 
c 
a 
a 
0 
c 
b 
b 
b 
c 
0 
a 
c 
c 
b 
a 
0 
0 
a 
b 
c 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
a 
0 
a 
0 
c 
b 
0 
0 
0 
0 
c 
0 
a 
0 
0 
Then (A ,^ +, •) is a zero-commutative near ring. 
Definition 1.2.12 (Additive commutator and Multiphcative commutator) For any 
pair of elements x,y in a, near ring N, the additive commutator denoted by {x, y) = 
X + y — X — y and multiplicative commutator denoted by [x, y] = xy — yx. 
Definition 1.2.13 (Multiphcative centre) Multiphcative centre of a near ring A^  is the 
set of all those elements of N which commute with every element of A'' under multipli-
cation and is denoted by Z{N). 
Definition 1.2.14 (Additive centre) The additive centre of a near ring A^  is the set of 
all those elements of A'^  which commute with every element of N under addition and 
is denoted by i{N). 
Definition 1.2.15 (Near ring homomorphism) Let {Ni,®,-k) and (A^2,+, •) be two 
near rings. Then a mapping / : A^ i —> N2 is called a near ring homomorphism if 
(^ ) / ( r i e rs) = / ( n ) + /(rs) 
(M) / ( r i * r2 ) = / ( r i ) - / ( r2 ) 
for all ri,r2 E Ni. 
Remark 1.2.10 Image of a near ring under a near ring homomorphism is again a near 
ring. 
Definition 1.2.16 (Ideal) An ideal of a near ring A^  is defined to be a normal subgroup 
/ of (A^ , +) such that 
(i) NI C /. 
(M) {X + i)y — xy E I, for all x,y E N and i E I. 
Normal subgroups of (A", +) satisfying (i) are called the left ideals and satisfying 
(M) are called right ideals. 
In case of a, d — g near ring, the condition (ii) above may be replaced by (ii)* 
IN CI. 
Remark 1.2.11 Ideals may also be defined as the kernels of a near ring homomor-
phism. 
Example 1.2.13 Consider -^ = •! n i | a,6,c € F> the near ring of 2 x 2 up-
per triangular matrices over a near field F. Then A — < „ | a € F > and 
B = I [ J M I 6,c e F I are left ideals of A^ . 
Example 1.2.14 Let A" = {0,a,b,c} with addition and multiplication tables defined 
as below: 
+ 
0 
a 
b 
c 
0 
0 
a 
b 
c 
a 
a 
0 
c 
b 
b 
b 
c 
0 
a 
c 
c 
b 
a 
0 
0 
a 
b 
c 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
a 
0 
a 
0 
a 
b 
0 
0 
b 
0 
c 
0 
a 
b 
c 
It is easy to verify that A = {0, a} and B = {0, b} are ideals of A^ . 
Example 1.2.15 Let A'" be the constant near ring and K be the additive normal sub-
group of N. Then NK C K. but KN ^ K. Since for all x,y e N and a e N, 
{x + a)y — xy = 0 ^ K. So i^ is an ideal of N. 
Definition 1.2.17 (Semigroup ideal) A non empty subset / of a near ring A'' is said 
to be a right (resp. left) semigroup ideal of A'' if IN C / (resp. NI C /) and / is said 
to be a semigroup ideal if it is both a right semigroup ideal and a left semigroup ideal 
of A^ . 
Example 1.2.16 Let A^  = {0, a, 6, c} with addition and multiplication tables defined 
as below: 
+ 
0 
a 
b 
c 
0 
0 
a 
b 
c 
a 
a 
0 
c 
b 
b 
b 
c 
0 
a 
c 
c 
b 
a 
0 
0 
a 
b 
c 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
a 
0 
0 
a 
a 
b 
0 
a 
b 
c 
c 
0 
a 
b 
c 
If we take A — {0, a}, B = {0, a, b} and C = (0, o, c}, then B, C are semigroup right 
ideals of A^  and ^ is a semigroup ideal of A''. 
Definition 1.2.18 (Nilpotent ideal) A right (left, two sided) ideal / of a near ring N 
is said to be nilpotent if there exists a positive integer n> 1 such that / " — {0}. 
Definition 1.2.19 (Prime ideal) An ideal P of a near ring A^  is said to be prime if 
with K, J ideals of A^ , KJ C P, implies that K C P ov J C P. 
Example 1.2.17 Consider N to be the constant near ring. Then each normal sub-
group of {N, +) is a prime ideal of N. 
Definition 1.2.20 (Completely Prime ideal) An ideal P in a near ring N is called 
completely prime if for any a,b E N ab e P, implies that a G P or 6 G P. 
Definition 1.2.21 (Semiprime ideal) An ideal P in a near ring N is said to be semi-
prime if for any ideal A in N, A^ C P, implies that A C P. 
Definition 1.2.22 (Prime near ring) A near ring A'' is said to be prime if for any 
a,be N aNb = {0}, implies that a = 0 or 5 = 0. 
Example 1.2.18 A constant near ring is a prime near ring. 
Definition 1.2.23 (Semiprime near ring) A near ring N is said to be semiprime if for 
any a e N, aNa = {0}, implies that a = 0. 
Remark 1.2.12 A near ring A^  is semiprime if it has no nonzero nilpotent ideals. 
Example 1.2.19 Let A^  = {0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7} be a near ring under addition modulo 
8 and multiplication defined by the table: 
10 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
4 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
5 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
6 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
7 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Then A'^  is a semiprime near ring. 
1.3 Some well known results 
Theorem 1.3.1 (Neumann [99]) The additive group of a division near ring is abelian. 
Theorem 1.3.2 (Frohlic [61]) A d- g near ring N is distributive if and only if A''^  is 
additively commutative. 
Theorem 1.3.3 (Frohlic [61]) A d- g near ring A^  with unity 1 is a ring if (A'', +) is 
abehan or if A'' is distributive. 
Theorem 1.3.4 (Bell [26]) If a near ring N is zero-commutative, then the following 
hold: 
(z) ab = 0, implies axb = 0 for all x E N. 
[ii) The annihilator of any non-empty subset of A'' is an ideal. 
(Hi) The set N of all nilpotent elements is an ideal if and only if it is a subgroup of 
11 
Theorem 1.3.5 (Bell [25]) Let A'^  be a zero-symmetric near ring having no nonzero 
nilpotent elements. Then N contains a family of completely prime ideals with trivial 
intersection. 
Theorem 1.3.6 (Bell [25]) Let A'' be a zero-symmetric near ring having no nonzero 
nilpotent elements. Then 
(i) every distributive idempotent is central. 
{ii) for every idempotent e and every element x E N, ex^ = (ex)^. 
{in) if N has a multipUcative identity element, then all idempotents are central. 
12 
CHAPTER 2 
DERIVATIONS IN NEAR RINGS SATISFYING 
CERTAIN POLYNOMIAL CONDITIONS 
2.1 Introduction 
The literature on near rings contains a number of results asserting that certain 
conditions implying commutativity in rings imply multiplicative or additive commuta-
tivity in special classes of near rings. Many authors established several commutativity 
theorems for near rings admitting a suitably constrained derivation. Bell and Mason 
[33] initiated the study of derivations in rings. An additive mapping d : N —> N is 
said to be a derivation of a near ring A'' if d{xy) = xd{y) + d{x)y holds for all x,y e N. 
Section 2.2 contains some basic results on prime rings with derivation. Section 2.3 
deals with the study of additive commutativity of near rings admitting a derivation. 
In section 2.4 we study centralizing derivation, a concept introduced in near ring 
by Bell and Mason [33]. A derivation d of a near ring N is said to be centralizing (resp. 
commuting) if [d{x),x] G Z{N) (resp. [d(x),x]=0) for ah x e N. 
2.2 Some basic results in prime near rings with derivations 
Motivated by the notion of derivations in rings, Bell and Mason [33] introduced 
the concept of a derivation in near rings as follows: 
Definition 2.2.1 (Derivation) A mapping d : N —> N is said to be a derivation on a 
near ring A^  if 
(i) dix + y) = d{x) + d{y) 
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and 
(M) d{xy) = xd{y) + d{x)y. 
holds for all X, y G A/". 
Example 2.2.1 Let y be a linear space with a basis {ei,e2, ••.,en} over a field F of 
characteristic different from two. Define multiplication • : V xV —> V by the rule 
•yw = 0 for all v,w ^V with v ^ (ej, —Ci} and eiw = w, {—ei)w = —w. Then I^ is a 
left zero-symmetric near ring with respect to this multiplication. 
One can easily check that any linear transformation d : V —)• V such that 
d{V) n {ci, —ei} = 0, is a derivation on V. 
Example 2.2.2 Consider N = Ni ® N2, where A^ i is a zero symmetric near ring and 
N2 is a commutative ring admitting a nonzero derivation S. Define d : A'' —> N by 
d{{ui,U2)) = (0,(5(u2)). Then d is a derivation on A''. 
It was shown by Wang [110] that in the Definition 2.2.1 the condition (ii) is equiva-
lent to d{xy) = d{x)y+xd{y), for all x,y G N, which facilitates the study of derivations 
in near rings. 
Theorem 2.2.1 An additive endomorphism d on a near ring A'' is a derivation if and 
only if d{xy) = d{x)y + xd{y), for all x,y ^ N. 
Proof. Suppose that d{xy) = xd{y) + d{x)y for all x,y e N. Since x{y + y) = xy + xy, 
it follows that 
dix{y + y))=xd{y + y) + d[x){y + y) = xd{y) + xd{y) + d{x)y + d{x)y, for all x,yeN. 
(2.2.1) 
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Now 
d{xy + xy) = d{xy) + d{xy) = xd{y) + d{x)y + xd(y) + d{x)y, for all x,y e N. (2.2.2) 
From (2.2.1) and (2.2.2) we get xd{y) + xd{y) = d{x)y + xd{y), for all x,y e N. Hence, 
d{xy) = d{x)y + xd{y), for all x,y E N. 
For the converse suppose that d(xy) = d{x)y + xd{y), for all x,y e N. Since 
^{y + y) = ^y + ^y, for all x,y e N, it follows that 
d{x{y + y)) = d{x){y + y) + xd{y + y) = d{x)y + d{x)y + xd{y) + xd{y), for all x,y e N. 
(2.2.3) 
Also 
d{xy + xy) — d{xy) + d{xy) = d{x)y + xd{y) + d{x)y + xd{y), for all x,y e N. (2.2.4) 
From (2.2.3) and (2.2.4) we get G((:r)?/ + 2;G((?/) = :rG((?/) + d{x)y, for all x,y e N. Thus 
(i(a;y) = a;d(y) + (/(x)y, for all x,y ^ N. Hence d is a derivation. 
The part (i) of the following theorem is proved by Bell and Mason [33] and part 
{ii) is proved by Wang [110]. 
Theorem 2.2.2 Let d be an arbitrary derivation of a near ring N. Then A^  satisfies 
the following partial distributive laws. 
(z) {xd{y) + d{x)y)z = xd{y)z + d{x)yz, for all x,y,z e N. 
(ii) [d{x)y + xd{y))z = d{x)yz + xd{y)z, for all x,y,z e N. 
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Proof, (z) We know that d{xy) = xd{y) + d(x)y, for all x,y ^ N. Now 
d{{xy)z) = xyd[z) + d{xy)z = xyd{z) + {xd{y) + d{x)y)z, for all x,y,z G A'", i.e. 
d{{xy)z) == xyd(z) + xd{y)z + d{x)yz, for all x,y,z ^ N. (2.2.5) 
Also, d{x{yz)) •= xd{yz) + d{x)yz = x{yd{z) + d{y)z) + d(x)yz, for all x,y,z e N. i.e. 
d{x{yz)) = xyd{z) + xd{y)z + d{x)yz, for ail x, y, z G A''. (2.2.6) 
But we know that in a near ring N associative law holds, i.e. {xy)z = x{yz), for 
all x,y,z e N. Then d{{xy)z) = d{x{yz)), for all 2;,y, z G A''. Now from (2.2.5) 
and (2.2.6), we get xd{y)z + d{x)yz = xd{y)z + d[x)yz, for all x,?/, z G A'', i.e. 
{xd{y) -f d{x)y)z = xd{y)z + d{x)yz, for all x, y, z G A/. 
(M) We know that c?(xy) = d{x)y + xd{y), for all x,y G A''. Then d{x{yz)) = 
d{x)yz + xd(yz) — d{x)yz + x(d(y)z + yd{z)), for all x,y, 2 G A", i.e. 
d{x{yz)) = d{x)yz + xd{y)z + xyd{z), for all x, y, z G A/". (2.2.7) 
Now we take 
d{{xy)z) = d{xy)z + {xy)d{z) = {d{x)y + xd{y))z + xyd{z), for all x, y, 2 G A/', i.e. 
d{{xy)z) = d{x)yz + xd(y]z + xyd(z) for all x,y,z E N. (2.2.8) 
Also we know that in a near ring associative law holds. So we get x{yz) — {xy)z, for 
all x,y,z G A/". This implies that d{x{yz)) = d{{xy)z), for all x,y,2 G A''. Now from 
(2.2.7) and (2.2.8) we obtain d{x)yz + xd{y)z = d(x)yz + xd{y)z, for all x,y,z E N. 
Thus we have, {d{x)y + xd{y))z = d{x)yz + xd{y)z, for all x,y,z E N. 
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The following result is due to Bell and Mason [33]. 
Theorem 2.2.3 Let A'' be a prime near ring. 
{i) If z is a nonzero element in Z{N), then z is not a zero divisor. 
(M) If there exists a nonzero element z of Z{N) such that z + z e Z{N), then (A'', +) 
is abehan. 
(iii) Let d be a nonzero derivation on A''. Then xd{N) = {0} or {d{N)x = {0}) implies 
that X = 0 
(iv) If N is 2-torsion free and d is a derivation on N such that (f = 0, then d — 0. 
Proof, (i) Let 2 be a nonzero element in Z{N). If z G Z{N)\{0} and zx = 0, then 
zNx = {0}. Since A'' is prime, so it follows that x = 0. Hence z is not a zero divisor. 
(a) Let z G Z{N)\{0} be an element such that z + z e Z{N) and let x,y e N. 
Since z+z is distributive, we get {x+y){z+z) = x{z+z)+y{z+z) = xz+xz+yz+yz = 
zx+zx+zy+yz (as 2 G Z{N), xz = zx, yz = zy). Then {x-Yy){z+z) = z{x-\-x-\-y+y), 
for all x,y,z G A''. 
On the other hand 
{x + y){z + 2) = (x + y)z + (x + y)z = z{x + y + x + y), for z G Z{N),x, y E N. Thus 
{x + x + y + y) = (x + y + x + y) and therefore x + y — y + x, for all x, y G A''. Hence 
(A ,^ +) is abeUan. 
[Hi) Let xd{N) = {0} and let r, s be arbitrary elements of N. Then xci(A'') = {0}. 
Or, xd{rs) = 0 , as r,s e N. This implies that rs G TV or, 0 = x(rd{s) + d(r)s) = 
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xrd{s) + xd{r)s = xrd{s) (as xd{N) = {0} then xd{r) — 0, for some r G N.) Thus 
xrd{s) = 0, for all x,s e N. Thus xNd{N) = {0}, as r, s G A''. Since A'" is a prime near 
ring, it follows that either x = {0} or d{N) = {0}. But d is a nonzero derivation in N, 
i.e. d{N) / {0}. Thus we get x = 0. 
Also,when d{N)x = {0}, and r, s are arbitrary elements of A^ , then d{N)x = 
{0} = d{rs)x = 0, as r, s e A'". This implies that rs ^ N and we have 0 = d{rs)x = 
{d{r)s + rd{s)) = d{r)sx + rd(s)x = d{r)sx, for all r,s,x e N. ( Thus d(A'')x = {0}, 
or d{s)x = 0, for some s e N. ) i.e. d{r)sx = 0, for all r, s,x e A". This implies that 
d{N)Nx — {0} as r, s e A". Since A" is a prime near ring, so it follows that either 
d{N) = {0} or x = 0. But d is a nonzero derivation in N, i.e. d{N) ^ {0} Thus we 
get a; = 0. 
[iv) For arbitrary x,y £ N, since d^  = 0, we have 
0 = d'^{xy) = d{d{xy)) = d{xd{y) + d{x)y) = d(xd{y)) + d{d{x)y), for aU x,y e N. 
Hence this yields that 0 = d^{xy) = xd'^{y) + d{x)d{y) + d{x)d{y) + d'^{x)y 
or 0 = d{x)d{y) + d(x)d{y) = 2d{x)d{y). This implies that 2d(x)d{N) = {0}, as yeN. 
Since A'' is 2-torsion-free, it follows that d{x)d{N) = {0}, for each x E N. Then from 
(nz), we get d = 0. 
In the mentioned paper the authors also obtained the following result: 
Theorem 2.2.4 Let d be a derivation on A''. Suppose that u e N is not a left zero 
divisor. If ud{u) = d{u)u, then {x,u), the additive commutator is a constant for every 
xeN. 
Proof. From u(u + x) = u^ + ux =^ uu + ux, for all x,u E N. Now d{u{u + x)) = 
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d{uu) + d{ux). Then ud{u + x) + d{u){u + x) = ud{u) + d{u)u + ud{x) + d{u)x, for 
all x,u e N. i.e. u(i('u) + ud{x) + (i(u)u + d{u)x = Md('u) + (i(M)'u + ud{x) + c?(w)2;, 
for all x,u & N. Thus we have ud{x) + d{u)u = d(M)w + ud{x). since •ud(u) = d{u)u, 
it follows that ^^(a;) + ud(u) = ud{u) + ud{x), for all x, u e N. This implies that 
u{d{x) + d{u) ~ d{u) — d{x)) = 0, for all x,u e N. i.e. u(d{x + u — x — u)) = 0, for all 
x,u E N. Hence u{d{x,u)) = 0, for all x,u ^ N. Since u is not a left zero divisor, so it 
follows that d{{x,u)) = 0, for all x e N. Then by definition, {x,u) is a constant. 
2.3 Additive commutativity of near rings with derivations 
The literature on near-rings contains a number of theorems asserting that certain 
conditions implying commutativity in rings imply multiplicative or additive commuta-
tivity in special classes of near rings. Many authors established several commutativity 
theorems for near rings admitting a suitably-constrained derivation. 
Bell and Mason [33] continued the similar study and obtained the following result: 
Theorem 2.3.1 If a prime near ring A'^  admits a nontrivial derivation d for which 
d{N) C Z{N), then (A'',+) is abelian. Moreover, if A^  is 2-torsion free, then A'' is a 
commutative ring. 
Proof. Let c be an arbitrary constant, and let x be a non-constant. Then 
d{xc) = xd{c) + d{x)c = d{x)c, or d{xc) = d{x)c G ^(A''). Since d{x) ^ 0, we 
have d{x) G Z(A'')\{0}. It follows easily that c G ^(A^). Since c + c is a constant for 
all constant c, c-f-c G Z{N). It follows from Theorem 2.2.3 {ii) that (A'', +) is abelian, 
provided that there exists a nonzero constant. Assume, that 0 is the only constant. 
Since ud{u) = d{u)u, for all w G A'', by Theorem 2.2.3 we find that all u which are 
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not zero divisors belong to the centre of (A^,+), denoted by i{N). In particular, if 
x^O, d{x) e C(N). But then for all yeN,we get d{y) + d{x) - d{y) - d{x) = 0 i.e. 
d{y + x — y — x) = d{(y, x)) = 0 or (y, x) = 0, for all x,y & N. Hence (A'', +) is abelian. 
We complete the proof by assuming that A^" is 2-torsion free and showing that 
A'' is a commutative. By Theorem 2.2.2 {ad{b) + d{a)b)c = ad{b)c + d{a)bc, for all 
a,b,c & N and using the fact that d{ab) e Z{N). Then d{ab)c = cd{ab) and we obtain 
(ad(b) + d{a)b)c = c(ad{b) + d(a)b). This implies that c(ad(b) + d{a)b) = ad{b)c+d{a)bc 
i.e. cad{b) — ad{b)c = d{a)bc — cd{a)b, for all a,b,c e A'". Since (A'', +) is abehan and 
d{N) C Z{N), this eqation can be rearranged to yield. d{b){ca — ac) = d{a){bc — cb), 
for all a, 6, c G A''. Thus d{b)[c, a] = d{a)[b, c] for all a,b,ce N. 
Suppose now that A'' is not commutative. Choosing b, c in A'", with [b, c] 7^  0 and 
letting a = d(x), we get d'^(x)[b,c\ = 0, for all x E N, and since the central element 
d'^{x) can not be a nonzero divisor, we conclude that d^{x) = 0, for all x E N. But 
by Theorem 2.2.3 (iv) this can not happen for nontrivial d. Thus our assumption is 
wrong that is [6, c] 7^  0. Thus [b, c]. = 0 ov be - cb = 0, for all a,b,c G A'', i.e. be = cb, 
for all b,c E N. Hence A'' is commutative. 
Herstien [69] proved that a prime near ring R admitting a nontrivial derivation d 
satisfying [d{x),d{y)] = 0, for all x,y E R'ls commutative. 
Theorem 2.3.2 Let Rhe a. prime ring admitting a nonzero derivation d such that 
[d{x),d{y)] = 0, for all x,y E R. If chari? 7^  2, then R is a commutative integral do-
main. Further if chari? — 2, then R is commutative or is an order in a simple algebra 
which is 4-dimensional over its centre. 
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Bell and Mason [33] obtained a parallel result in case of near rings. 
Theorem 2.3.3 Let A'' be a prime near ring admitting a nonzero derivation d such that 
[d{x),d{y)] = 0, for all x,y ^ N. Then (A'^ ,+) is abelian. Moreover if N is 2-torsian 
free, then A'' is a commutating ring. 
Proof. The argument used in the proof of Theorem 2.2.3 (ii) shows that if both z and 
z + z commute elementwise with d(N), then zd{c) = 0 for all additive commutators 
c = {x,y). Thus, taking z = d{x), we get d{x)d{c) = 0 for all x G N, so d{c) = 0 
by Theorem 2.2.3 {in). Since wc is also an additive commutator for all w E: N, we 
have 
0 = d{'wc) = wd{c) + d{'w)c = d{w)c, for all w,ce N. Thus d{w)c = 0, for all w,c ^ N. 
Since d is a nonzero derivation, we get d{w) ^ 0, for some w ^ N. Then we conclude 
that either c = 0 or {x, y) = 0, for all x,y E N. That is x + y — x — y = 0, for all 
x,y e N. i.e. x + y = y + x, ior all x,y e N. Hence (iV, +) is abehan. 
Assume now that N is 2-torsion-free. Then by partial distributive law, 
d{d{x)y)d{z) = d{x)d{y)d{z) + d'^{x)yd{z), for all x,y,z G A^ . Or d^{x)yd{z) = 
d{d{x)y)d{z) - d(x)d{y)d{z), for aU x,y,z G N. Since [d{x),d{y)] = 0, for all x, y, G N, 
it follows that d{x)d{y) — d{y)d{x), for all x,y E N. Then d^{x)yd{z) = d{z)d{d{x)y) -
d{z)d{x)d{y) = d{z){d{d{x)y - d{x)d{y)) = d{z){d{x)d{y) + d\x)y - d{x)d{y), for all 
X, y, z G N. Also £-[x)yd{z) = d{z)d^{x)y = d'^{x)d{z)y, for all x,y,z G N. This implies 
that d'^{x)yd{z) = d'^{x)d{z)y, for all x,y,z G N. Thus we have d^{x)[yd{z)-d{z)y] = 0, 
for all x,y,z G N. Replacing y by yt, we find that d'^{x)ytd{z) = d^{x)d{z)yt, for all 
x,y,z G N. This implies that d^{x)y\td{z) - d{z)t\ = 0, for all x,y,z,t G N. i.e. 
d'^{x)N[t,d{z)] = {0}, for all x,t,z G A'. The primeness of A'' now shows that either 
d^ = 0, or d{N) C Z{N), ( as [t,d{z)] = 0, or td{z) = d{z)t, or td(A^) = d{N)t, this 
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implies d{N) C Z{N) ) and since the first of these condition is impossible by Thorem 
2.2.3 (iv), the second condition must hold. Then by Theorem 2.3.4 A^  is a commutative 
ring. 
In the proof of the next result we use a construction which we call locahzation 
of N at Z{N)\{0}, which allows an embedding of N in a near ring A''* with identity 
1. Specially, if Z{N) is nonzero, consider the set of ordered pairs {x,z) with x E N 
and z G Z{N)\{Q}, obtain an equivalence relation ~ by defining {xi,zi) ~ {x2,Z2) to 
mean that xiZ2 = X2Z1. Let A''* be the set of equivalence classes < x,z > with addi-
tion and multiplication defined by < Xi,Zi > + < X2,Z2 > = < Xi + Z2 + X2Zi,ziZ2 > 
and < Xi,zi >< X2,Z2 >=< xiX2,ziZ2 > and embeded A'' in A^ * by mapping x to 
< xz,z >. 
Theorem 2.3.4 Let A'' be any prime near ring admitting a derivation d such that 
X — d{x) e Z{N) for all x E N. Then (A'', +) is abelian. If in addition d is commuting 
and A^  is 2-torsion free, then A'' can be embedded in a near field. 
Proof. It is clear that constants are in Z{N), hence, if there exists a nonzero con-
stant, {N, +) is abehan by the arguments of Theorem 2.3.3 . Thus, we assume that 
0 is the only constant. We can then apply Theorem 2.2.4 to any nonzero u of the 
form X — d{x), and conclude that x — d{x) e ^(A''). It follows that for each x G N, 
X — d{x) + X — d{x) — X + x — d{x + x) E Z{N), hence we get {N, +) abelian by 
Theorem 2.2.3 (n) once we demonstrate that there exists a nonzero element of the form 
x — d{x). 
Assume, therefore, that x - d{x) = 0 for all x e N. Then for all x,y G N, 
xy — d{xy) = xd{y) + d[x)y = xy + xy, so xy = 0. But this is impossible in a prime 
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near ring, hence (A'', +) is abelian. 
We now introduce the additional hypothesis that d is commuting and N is 2-
torsion free. Since Z{N) has been shown to be nonzero, we can locahze at Z{N)\{Q}, 
embedding A'' in a near ring A''* with 1. Note that in N*^ the element < x,z > has a 
right inverse if there exists y E N such that xy e Z{N)\{0}. Call all other elements 
X E N exceptional elements, so N* is a near field; hence, we assume that d / 0. 
If X is any exceptional element, then x^ — d{x'^) = x{x - d{x) - d{x)) = 0. Thus, 
for every y E N, we have x'^y - d{x'^y) = x^y — [x'^diy] + d{x^)y) = —x'^d{y) = 
x{-xd{y)) e Z{N), hence x'^d{N) = {0}, and by Theorem 2.2.3 (m), x^ = 0. We 
now get d{x'^) = 0 = xd{x) + xd{x), and the absence of 2-torsion yields xd{x) = 0. 
Thus x{x — d{x)) = 0, and if x ^ 0, the fact that Z{N) contains no nonzero divi-
sors of zero forces x — d{x) = 0. But for every y G N^ xy is exceptional also, so 
xy — d{xy) = xy — [xdijj) + d(x)y) = —xd{y) = 0. Consequently, xd(N) = {0} and 
therefore x = 0. Thus, N has no nonzero exceptional elements and A''* is a near field. 
Corollary 2.3.1 Let A" be a prime distributively generated near ring admitting a 
derivation d such that x — d{x) G Z{N) for all x E N. Then N is a, commutative ring. 
Proof. By the Theorem 2.3.3 (A ,^ +) is abelian, in the setting of distributively gener-
ated near-ring. In the presence of distributivity our hypothesis on d implies that d is 
commuting. Hence if d 7^  0 we can invoke a result of Posner[102] which yields that a 
prime ring admitting a non trivial commuting derivation must be commutative. In the 
event that d = 0, result is obvious. 
Finally the authors capitahzed on the good behaviour of annihilator ideals with 
respect to derivations. 
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Lemma 2.3.1 Let A^  have no nonzero nilpotent elements. Then for any derivation 
d, annihilators are d-invariant. Thus, there exists a family of completely prime ideals 
{Pa \ a e A, where A is index set}, such that A'^  is a subdirect product of the near-ring 
N/Pa and such that, for each a G A d{x + Pa) = d{x) + Pa yields a derivation d on 
N/Pa. 
Proof. Recall that in a near ring without nilpotent elements, there is no distinction be-
tween left and right annihilators. Suppose that xy = 0, then 0 = d{xy) = xd{y)+d(x)y. 
Left-multiplying by x and noting that A^  is an IFP-near-ring, we get x'^d{y) = 0. So 
that {xd{y)Y = 0. Hence xd{y) = 0. 
The remaining conclusions follow from the fact that A'' is a subdirect product of 
N/Pa for a family {Pa} of completely prime ideals which are annihilators [102, 9.36]. 
Theorem 2.3.4 Let N have no nonzero nilpotent elements. Suppose that A^  admits 
a derivation d such that x - d{x) G ^ (A^) for all x e N. Then {N, +) is abehan. 
Proof. Use the subdirect product representation from Lemma 2.3.1 and let iV be a 
typical factor near-ring N/Pa- Then N has no nonzero divisors of zero. Hence N is 
certainly prime and thus (N,+) is abelian by Theorem 2.3.3. 
2.4 Centralizing derivations of near rings 
Bell and Mason [33] defined centralizing derivation of a near ring. 
Inspired by the study of centrahzing derivation in rings, Bell and Mason [33] stud-
ied the concepts of centralizing derivations in near rings. A derivation d : N —> N is 
said to be centralizing (resp. commuting) on a near ring A^  if [ci(x),x] G Z{N) ( resp. 
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[d(x),x]=0 ) holds for all x,y e Z{N). 
Example 2.4.1 The derivation d defined on the near ring A'' in Example 2.2.2 is a 
commuting derivation. 
Example 2.4.2 Consider the vector space V3 over a field of characteristic two with 
basis {uo,ui,U2} and multiplication defined by 
UiUj 
uo if (z,j) = (l,2) 
0 otherwise 
Let dhe a. linear transformation on V3 such that d{uo) = 0, d{ui) = 0, d{u2) = •U2- It is 
easily verified that d is a centralizing derivation on V3. 
An early and very striking result on centralizing derivations in rings was proved 
by E. C. Posner in 1957. 
Theorem 2.4.1 A prime ring admitting a nonzero centralizing derivation must be 
commutative. 
Motivated by the above theorem Bell and Mason [331 stablished the following re-
sult in near rings. 
Theorem 2.4.2 Let A^  be a near ring having no nonzero divisors of zero. If A^  admits 
a nontrivial commuting derivation d, then (A'^ , +) is abehan. 
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Proof. Let c = {x,u) be any additive commutator of A^ . Then c is a constant by 
Theorem 2.2.4. Moreover, for any w ^ N, wc is an additive commutator, hence also a 
constant. Thus 0 = d(wc) = wd(c) + d{w)c and d{w)c =-- 0. Since d{w) 7^  0 for some 
w E N, we conclude that c = 0. This imphes that {x,u) = 0 or x + u = u + x, ior aW 
x,u ^ N. Hence (A^,+) is abelian. 
Further Beidar, Fong and Wang [40] proved the following result: 
Theorem 2.4.3 Let A'' be a prime near ring with a nontrivial derivation d and a ^ N. 
If d V 0 and [d{x),a] = 0 for all x^N, then a e Z{N). 
Proof. Let beN.We set (7(6) = {xeN\xb = bx}. 
Next we claim that 
C{dia))N C C{a). (2.4.1) 
Indeed, let y G C{a) and x G N. By assumption we have that 
d{yx),d{x) G d{N) C C{a). Since y,d{x) G C{a),yd[x) G C{a) as weU. Hence 
yd{x)a = ay(x). It follows from Theorem 2.2.2 (z) that yd{x)a + d{y)xa = {yd{x) + 
d{y)x)a = d{yx)a = ad{yx) — a{yd{x) + d{y)x)) or yd{x)a + d{y)xa = ayd{x) + ad{y)x. 
Since yd{x)a = ayd{x) we see that d{y)xa = ad{y)x, which proves our claim. 
Finally, by our assumption d'^ ^ 0. Hence d'^{z) ^ 0, for some z G N. Set 
y = d{z) and pick an arbitrary x e N. Since y G d{N) C C{a),d{y)x G C(a) by 
(2.4.1). In particular d{y)u,d{y)uv G C{a) for aU u,D G N. Now it follows that 
0 = [a, d(y)uv] = a{d{y)u)v — d{y)uva = d{y)uav — d{y)uva = d{y)u{av — va) or 
d{y)u[a, v] = 0, for all u,v E N. Since A' is a prime ring and d{y) 7^  0, we conclude 
that [a,v] = 0, for all v E N, which completes the proof. 
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Corollary 2.4.1 Let A^  be a prime near ring with a nonzero derivation d and a ^ N. 
Suppose that 2N ^0 and [d(x), a] = 0 for all xeN. Then a G Z{N). 
Latter Bell [30] extended Theorem 2.3.3 to the case where the constraints are ini-
tially assumed to hold on some proper subsets of a near ring. 
Theorem 2.4.4 Let A'^  be a prime near ring and let U he a. nonzero semigroup right 
ideal (or a nonzero semigroup left ideal) of A''. If N admits a nonzero derivation d for 
which d{U) C Z{N), then A'' is a commutative ring. 
For developing the proof of the above theorem following Lemmas are required. 
Lemma 2.4.1 Let A' be a prime near ring and dhe a nonzero derivation of A'. 
(i) If C/ is a nonzero semigroup right (resp. semigroup left ) ideal of A' and x E N 
such that Ux = {0} (resp. xU — {0}), then x = 0. 
[ii) If C is a nonzero semigroup right ideal or semigroup left ideal of A', 
then d{U) ^ {0}. 
(Hi) If t/^  is a nonzero semigrpoup right ideal of A' and x E N which centralizes U, 
then X e Z{N). 
Proof. Part (i) is immediate from the definitions. To get {ii), let ^ be a nonzero 
semigroup right ideal. Suppose that d{U) = {0}. Then for aW u e U and x € N. 
0 = d{ux) = ud{x) + d{u)x = ud{x), that is ud{x) = 0, for all UEU. This implies that 
Ud[x) = {0}. Hence d = 0 by (z). 
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The argument for semigroup left ideals is similar. To prove part (in), let U he a semi-
group right ideal and suppose that x centralizes U. Then for all u e f/ and y ^ N,we 
have {uy)x = x[uy) — {xu)y = {ux)y. Hence U{xy — yx) = {0}, for all y e A'^  and 
X e Z{N) by ii). 
Lemma 2.4.2 Let iV be a prime near ring admiting a nonzero derivation d and U be 
a nonzero semigroup ideal of N. 
(i) li x,y E N and xUy = {0}, then x = 0 or y = 0. 
{a) Ux^N and d{U)x = {0}, then x = 0. 
{in) IfxeN and xd{U) = {0}, then x = 0. 
Proof. To obtain (i) suppose that xUy = {0}. Then xUNy = {0}. Hence y = 0 or 
xU = {0}. In the latter case x = 0 by Lemma 2A.l{i). 
For {ii), suppose d{U)x = {0}. With the help of Theorem 2.2.2 {i) we see that for 
all u e U and y e N. 0 = d{yu)x — {yd{u) + d{y)u)x = yd{u)x + d{y)ux. Hence 
d{y)Ux = {0}, for all y G A' and x = 0 by (i). 
The proof of part {Hi) is similar, but Theorem 2.2.2 is not required. 
Remark 2.4.1 To obtain any of the conclusions of Lemma 2.4.2, it is not sufficient to 
assume that t/ is a semigroup right ideal, even in the case that A^  is a ring. 
Example 2.4.3 Let Rhea prime ring M2{F), where F is an arbitrary field and U is 
generated by 
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I „ „ I. Then U is a semigroup right ideal of R. Define d : R —y R by 
It can be verified that 
<iH=«'(o J ) - ( o l)w. 
and for x = y = \ , we have 
xUy = xd{U) = d{U)x = {0}. 
Lemma 2.4.3 If A'' is a prime near ring and Z{N) contains a nonzero semigroup left 
ideal or semigroup right ideal, then A'' is a commutative ring. 
Proof. Since a central semigroup left ideal is a semigroup right ideal, we may assume 
that U ^ {0} is a semigroup right ideal contained in Z(N). Multiplicative commuta-
tivity of A'' (and hence right distributivity) is immediate from Lemma 2.4.1 {Hi). 
To obtain additive commutativity, note that U2 7^  {0} by Lemma 2.4.1 (i). 
So there exist z,w ^ U such that zw ^ 0. Since zw + zw — z{w + w) ^ U C Z{N). 
Then by Theorem 2.2.3 (M), {N, +) is abehan. 
Lemma 2.4.4 Let A" be a prime ring. If z E Z{N)\{0} and x is an element of A" such 
that xz e Z{N) or zx E Z{N), then x e Z{N). 
Proof of Theorem 2.4.4 Since near ring lacks left-right symmetry, we would expect to 
have to deal with semigroup right ideals and semigroup left ideals separately. The first 
part of our argument, however, applies to both. Let U ^ {0} be a semigroup right ideal 
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or a semigroup left ideal such that d{U) C Z{N). Then d{uv) = ud{v) + d[u)v e Z{N), 
for a\lu,v G U and commuting this element with v we get 
d{v){uv -vu) = Q, fox dl\u,v ^U (2.4.2) 
By Theorem 2.3.3. (z), we see that, for each v €U, either v centralizes U or 
d{v) = 0. (2.4.3) 
Suppose that v e U and d{v) = 0. Then d{uv) = ud{v) + d{u)v = (/(«)?; e 2'(A^), 
for all u e U. So that d(u)vx = xd{u)v = d(u)xv, for all u G t/ and x e N. Thus 
d{U){xv - vx) = 0, for all x G A'' and by Theorem 2.3.1 (i) and Lemma 2.4.1 (u) 
w G Z{N), we have shown that If u G [/ and d(y) = 0, then 
V G ^ (7V). (2.4.4) 
If now assume that ^ is a semigroup right ideal, we can apply Lemma 2.4.1 (Hi) to-
gether with (2.4.3) and (2.4.4), to get U C Z{N), and A^  is therefore a commutative 
ring by Lemma 2.4.3. 
Henceforth we assume that U is a. nonzero semigroup left ideal. By (2.4.3) and (2.4,4) 
U is commutative. It follows that if U contains a nonzero central element w, we have 
xwu = uxw = wux and therefore w{ux — xu) = 0, for all a; G A'' and u ^ U. Thus 
U C Z(N), and A'' is a commutative ring by Lemma 2.4.3. 
We may now assume that U D Z(N) — {0}, in which case (2.4.4) shows that d{u) ^ 0, 
for all u G t/\{0}. For each such u, d{u^) = d{u){2u) G Z(N) and hence, by Lemma 
2.4.4 2u G Z(N). Suppose that 2u j^ 0, for all u G U\{0}. Lemma 2.4.1. [i) guarantees 
that for each x G A/\{0}, there exists an elements ux G U such that xux ^ 0. Since 
xUx C [/, we have 2xux ^ x{2ux) G Z{N), and by Lemma 2.4.4 we get x G Z{N). 
Therefore A^  is a commutative ring by Lemma 2.4.3. 
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The only remaining possibility is that U D Z{N) = {0} and there exists u E U\{0} 
such that 2u = 0 and we complete our proof by showing that this can not occur. 
Suppose that u G U\{0} and 2ii = 0 we have d{u^) = 3u^d{u) e Z{N). Since 
2u'^d{u) = 0, it follows that u'^d{u) e Z{N). This implies that u^ e Z{N). Since 
U n Z{N) = {0}, it follows that u^ = 0. Now d{xu) = xd{u) + d{x)u G Z{N), for all 
X e N. Hence u{xd{u) + d{x)u) = {xd{u) + d{x)u)u — xd{u)u and left-multiplying by 
u gives uxd{u)u — 0. Therefore d{u)u = 0. Since d{u) G Z{N)\{{f\, we conclude that 
M = 0, a contradiction. 
Further in the mentioned paper Bell [30] proved the following result for a nonzero 
semigroup ideal of a near ring which extends Theorem 2.3.6. 
Theorem 2.4.5 Let A^  be a prime near ring and t^ be a nonzero semigroup ideal of 
A''. If A^  admits a derivation d such that d'^ ^ Q and [d{U), d{U)\ = {0}, then N is a 
commutative ring. 
For developing the proof of the theorem following results are needed. 
Lemma 2.4.5 Let A'" be a prime near ring and U he o, nonzero semigroup ideal. If d 
is a nonzero derivation on N such that d^{U) = {0}, then d^ = 0. 
Proof. For all u,v E U, we have 0 = d'^{uv) = ud'^{v) + 2d{u)d{v) + d'^{u)v. Thus 
diU){2d{v)) = {0}, for aWveU and by Lemma 2.4.2 (ii), we have 2d{U) = {0}. Now 
ioiyeN &ndveU,0 = d^yu) = yd\v) + 2d{y) + d\y)v. Hence d\y)U = {0}, for 
all yeN. Thus d^ = 0. 
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The following Lemma extends Theorem 2.4.3 and its proof is an adaptation of the 
proof of that theorem. 
Lemma 2.4.6 Let A'" be a prime near ring and U a nonzero semigroup ideal of N. Let 
dhe a derivation on N such that cP{U) / {0}. U a e N and [a,d{U)] = {0}, then 
a e Z{N). 
Proof. Let C{a) = {x e N \ ax = xa}. Note that ^(^7) C C{a). Thus, if ye C{a) and 
u eU, then both d{yu) and d{u) are in C{a). Hence {yd(u)+d{y)u)a = a{yd{u)-\-d{y)u) 
and yd{u)a + d{y)ua = aydiu) + ad(y)u. Since yd{u) € C(a), we conclude that 
d[y)ua = ad{y)u Thus 
d(C(o))f/ C C{a). (2.4.5) 
Choose z e U such that (/^(z) 7^  0, and let y = d{z). Then y e C{a), and by 
(2.4.5.), d{y)u e C(a). Thus d[y)uv e C(a), for all u,v e U and 0 = [a,d(y)Mti] = 
ad{y)uv — d(y)uva — d{y)uav — d{y)uva = d{y)u{av — va). i.e. d{y)U{av — va) = 0, 
for aU V EU. Hence by Lemma 2.4.2 (i), a centralizes U, and a G Z{N) 
by Lemma 2.4.1 (Hi). 
Proof of Theorem 2.4.5 By Lemma 2.4.5 d^{U) ^ {0}, therefore d{U) C Z{N) by 
Lemma 2.4.6. The rest of the proof follows by Theorem 2.4.3. 
In this theorem it is not sufficient to assume that (7 is a nonzero semigroup right 
ideal. Indeed, Example 2.4.4 provides a counter example, provided we have chari^ 7^  2. 
, .2 / 1 M / 0 - 2 
Note that ^ 1 1 = 1 n 0 
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Nor can we dispence with the hypothesis that d^ ^ 0, for taking F of characteristic 
2 in Example 2.4.4 gives an example N with rf^ = 0 and [d{N),d{N)] = {0}. Since 
d{N) is not central in this example, it is also clear that the hypothesis that d'^{U) / {0} 
is essential in Lemma 2.4.6. 
It is natural to ask what can be said if we drop the hypothesis that d ^ 0. The 
following result due to Beh [30] is in part a generahzation of Lemma 2.4.6. 
Theorem 2.4.6 Let A^  be a prime ring admitting a nonzero derivation d and U be a 
nonzero semigroup ideal of A^ . 
Let K = {aeN\ [a, d{U)] = {0}}. Then the following hold: 
(i) liaeK, then a G Z{N) or d[a) = 0 
{a) K IS Si commutative semigroup under multiphcation. 
[ill) d{K) C Z{N). 
(iv) If there exists a e K for which d(a) ^ {0}, then (N, +) is abelian. 
(v) If K contains a nonzero semigroup right ideal or a nonzero semigroup left ideal, 
then A'' is a commutative ring. 
Proof, (i) Let a e K. Then ad{au) = d{au)a for all ueU. Hence a{ad{u) + d{a)u) = 
{ad{u) + d{a)u)a and ad{a)u = d{a)ua. Thus, a centralizes the semigroup right ideal 
d{a)U, and by Lemma 2.4.1 (m), a e Z{N), if d{a)U ^ {0}. On the other hand, if 
d{a)U = {0}, then d{a) = {0} by Lemma 2.4.1. {i) 
(n) Let a,be K with d{b) = 0. Then the condition that ad{bu) = d{bu)a for all u^U 
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reduces to abd{u) = hd{u)a. Hence d{U){ab — ha) = {0}, so ah ~ ha 
by Lemma 2.4.1 {ii) 
{in) Since a G Z{N) implies d{a) £ ^(A''). The result follows by {i). 
{iv) Let a e K with d{a) ^ 0. By (nz), die?) e Z{N) and since a e Z{N) and 
d{a) e Z{N), we have 2d{a)a = d{a){2a) G Z(A^). Thus 2a e Z{N) by Lemma 2.4.4 
and (A'', +) is abelian by Theorem 2.2.3 (ii) 
(v) Let if be a nonzero semigroup right ideal or semigroup left ideal contained in K. 
Then d{H) C Z[N) by {iii), and the result follows from Theorem 2.4.4. 
Theorem 2.4.7 Let A'' be a prime near ring and [/ be a nonzero semigroup ideal of A''. 
Ii d: R —> i? is a nonzero derivation of A'" such that [d{U),d{U)] = {0}, then (A'', +) 
is abehan. 
Proof. It is straightforward to show that if z G A" is such that [z, d{U)] = [z-\-z, d{U)] = 
{0} and u,v ^ U are such that u + v E U, then zd{c) = 0, where c is the additive 
commutator v + u — v — u. If r, s G t/, then we have rs ^ U and rs + rs = r{s + s) G U. 
Since {d{U),d{U)] = {0}, taking z = d{rs) we obtain d{U^)d{c) = 0. But U^ is a 
nonzero semigroup ideal, so by Lemma 2.4.2 {ii) d{u + v — v — u) = 0, ior all u,v £ U. 
Such that 
u + veU (2.4.6) 
Now take u — rx and v = ry, where r G U and x,y & N. so that u,v and u + v are 
ah in U. It follows from (2.4.6) that d{rx + ry - rx - ry) = 0, for aU r G [/ and all 
x,y e N. Replacing r by 'wr,w G U, we get d{U){rx + ry - rx - ry) = {0}, for all r eU 
for all x,y e N. Lemma 2.4.2 (ii) and Lemma 2.4.1 (i), yield that x + y - x -y = 0 
for all x,y E N. 
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Theorem 2.4.8 Let A'' be a prime near ring, and f/ be a nonzero semigroup ideal. If 
A'' admits a derivation d such that (f ^ {0} and di^v) = d{vu) for all u,v e U, then 
A'^  is a commutative ring. 
Proof. Let c be a constant in U i.e. an element of U for: which d{c) = 0. The condition 
that d(cu) — d{uc) for aU M G t/ yields that [c,d{U)\ = {0}. Thus by Lemma 2.4.5 
and Lemma 2.4.6 we get c G Z{N). Now for all u,v eU, u{vu) - (uv)u = u[u,v] is an 
element of U and is a constant and 
u[u,v] e Z{N) for ah u,veU. (2.4.7) 
Suppose that there exist u,v e U such that u[u,v] G Z(A^)\{0}. Since u{u^v) — 
{u^v)u = u^[u,v] is also a constant in U, Lemma 2.4.4 gives u G Z{N). That is in-
compatible with the assumption u[u,v] ^ 0. Thus, (2.4.7) yields that U[M,U] = 0, for 
all u,v ^ U. But if u 7^  0, this statement is just the statement that u centralizes the 
nonzero semigroup right ideal uU. Hence Lemma 2.4.1 {in) give U C Z(N), and our 
theorem follows from Lemma 2.4.3. 
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CHAPTER 3 
PRODUCT OF DERIVATIONS AND COMMUTATIVITY 
OF NEAR RINGS 
3.1 Introduction. 
In 1957 E. C. Posner established a very striking result which states that if R is 
a prime ring of characteristic different from two and di, ^2 are derivations of R such 
that the iterate did2 is also a derivation, then one at least of di, ^2 is zero. A number 
of researchers generalized this theorem in several ways to mention a few: Bergen [48], 
Chebotarl [54], Chuang [55, 56], Hirano et al [71], Hvala [72], Jensen [78], Krempa [81], 
Lanski [93], Martindale [98], Ye et al [111]. 
Section 3.2 contains a result of Wang obtained in near rings which is as follows. 
Let A'' be a 2-torsion free prime ring and di, ^2 be derivations of N such that did2 is 
also a derivation. Then [di{x),d2{x)] = 0 for all x,y E N ii and only if either di = 0 
or d2 = 0. Further Beidar [40] proved that if A^  is a prime ring with derivations di and 
c?2 such that 2A' / {0}, then did2 is a derivation if and only if either di = 0 or 0^2 = 0. 
Nurcan and Bell [24] established the above result in setting of a certain appropriate 
subset of a prime near ring admitting a derivation which is presented in section 3.3. 
Section 3.4 contains a theorem proved by Deng and Nurcan [58] which is an ex-
tension of Theorem 3.3.8 and states that if A' is an n!-torsion free prime near ring 
admitting a derivation d such that d{N) C Z{N), then either d{Z{N)) = 0 or A is a 
commutative ring. 
3.2 Some generalizations of Posner's Theorem 
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Throughout the section A'' will denote a zero symmetric left near ring. 
In 1957 Posner [102] proved that the composition of two nonzero derivations of a prime 
ring R can not be a derivation of R provided that characteristic of R is different from 
two. 
Theorem 3.2.1 Let i? be a prime ring of characteristic different from two and di,d2 
be derivations of R such that the iterate did2 is also a derivation. Then one at least of 
di, ^2 is zero. 
Thereafter a number of authors have generalized this theorem in several directions 
to mention a few-Bergen [48], Chebotarl [54], Chuang [55, 56], Hirano et al [71], Hvala 
[72], Jensen [78], Krempa [81], Lanski [93], Martindale [98], Ye et al [111]. 
In 1994 Wang [110] investigated the fohowing result in case of near rings which is 
one of the extensions of Theorem 3.2.1. 
Theorem 3.2.2 Let N be a 2-torsian-free prime near-ring and di, c?2 be derivations of 
N such that did2 is also a derivation. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(z) Either di = 0 or t^ 2 = 0 
(M) [di{x),d2{y)] = 0 for all x,y e N. 
Proof, {i) =4> (ii) is obvious. We only prove (ii) =4> (z). Noting that did2 is a derivation, 
we have did2{xy) = xdid2{y) + did2{x)y. On the other hand, di and ^2 are both 
derivations, so did2{xy) = di{d2{xy)) = di{xd2{y) + d2{x)y) = di{xd2{y)) + di{d2{x)y) 
or did2{xy) = xdid2{y) + di{x)d2{y)+d2{x)di{y) + did2{x)y. The above two expressions 
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for did2{xy) yield that 
diix)d2{y) + d2{x)di{y) = 0, iov all x,y e N. (3.2.1) 
Replacing x by xd2{z) in (3.2.1) and by using Theorem 2.2.1 and Theorem 2.2.2 we 
haveO = di{xd2{z))d2{y) + d2{xd2{z))di{y) 0 = {di{x)d2iz)+xdid2{z))d2iy) + {xdl{z) + 
d2{x)d2{z))di{y) 0 = di{x)d2{z)d2{y) + xdidi{z)d2{y) + xdl{z)di{y) + d2{x)d2{z)di{y) 
0 = di[x)d2{z)d2{y) + x{did2{z)d2{y) + dl{z)di{y)) + d2{x)d2{z)di{y). In this equality 
x{did2{z)d2{y) + dl{z)di{y)) = 0 because the second factor did2{z)d2{y) + dl(z)di(y) = 
0. Replacing x by d2{z) in (3.2.1), we get 
di{x)d2{z)d2{y) + d2{x)d2{z)di{y) = 0, for all x,y,ze N. (3.2.2) 
Replacing x and y by z in (3.2.1), respectively, we obtain d2{z)di{y) = ~di{z)d2{y) 
and (ii(a;)(i2(2 )^ = —d2{x)di{z). Since A'' is a zero-symmetric left near-ring, (3.2.3) 
becomes, 0 = {-d2{x)di{z))d2{y) + d2{x){-di{z)d2{y)) or 0 = d2{x){-di{z))d2{y) + 
d2{x){-d2{z)d2{y)) or 0 = d2{x){{-di{z))d2{y) - di{z)d2{y)), for all x,y,z ^ N. If 
d2 7^  0, then by Theorem 2.2.3, we have {—di{z))d2{y) — di{z)d2{y) = 0 that is 
d,iz))d2{y) = {-d,{z))d2iy) = 0, for all y,zeN. (3.2.3) 
However, by conditin (ii) we have {-di{z))d2{y) = di{-z)d2{y) = d(y)di{-z) = 
d2{y){-di{z)) or (-di(z))d2(y) = -d2{y)di{z) = -di{z)d2{y). That is, 
(-di(z))d2(y) = -di{z)d2{y) forally,z G A^ . From (3.2.3) and (3.2.4) we obtain 
2di{z)d2{y) = 0 or di{z)d2{y) = 0, since A'' is 2-torsion-free. Hence di{z)d2{N) = {0}. 
But 2^ 7^0, sodi{z) = 0, for all z e iV. Thus di = 0. 
The consequence of the above theorem is the following corollary. 
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Corollary 3.2.1 Let A'' be a 2-torsion free prime near ring and let d be a derivation 
of N such that (f = 0. Then d = 0. 
Proof. It is clear that c?^  = 0 is a derivation of A'', and we have 
0 = d\xy) = d{xd{y) + d{x)y) = d{xd{y)) + d{d{x)y) 
= xd^{y) + d{x)d{y) + d{x)d{y) + d\x)y = 2d{x)d{y). 
Thus d{x)d{y) = 0, for all x,y e N. Therefore [d(x),d{y)] = 0, for all x,y e N. From. 
Theorem 3.2.2, d = 0. 
Further in the mentioned paper using equahty (i) in the proof of Theorem 3.2.2, 
the author obtained a very interesting result. 
Theorem 3.2.3 Let A^  be a near ring and di, ^2 be derivations on TV such that did2 
is a derivation. Then d2di is also a derivation. 
Proof. Obviously d2di is an additive endomorphism of N. By equality (3.2.1) 
and Theorem 2.2.1, we have d2di{xy) = d2{d(x))y + xdi{y)) = d2{di(x)y) -f 
d2{xdi{y)) or d2di{x)y + {di{x)d(y) + d2{x)d(y)) + xd2di{y) or d2di{xy) = d2di{x)y + 
xd2di{y), for all x,y, G A^ . Thus 2^(^ 1 is a derivation by Theorem 2.2.1. 
Theorem 2.2.3 (iv) leads us to the following natural question. Let n > 2 and 
let A^  be an n!-torsion-free prime near ring. In case d is a derivation on A^  such that 
d"-{N) = {0}, can we conclude that d{N) = {0} ? The answer is negative even for 
rings. 
Remark 3.2.1 If n > 2 and N is an\ torsion free near ring admitting a derivation d 
such that d^^N) = {0}, then d{N) need be equal to zero even in case of rings. 
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Example 3.2.1 Let 
a b 
I \ c , \ a,b,c,d e GF{p),where p > 3 > 
and d : R —> R be an inner derivation induced by I j . Then i? is a 3! torsion 
free ring and d^R) = {0} but d{R) ^ {0}. 
However, Wang [110] established the following result in case of a near ring. 
Theorem 3.2.4 Let n > 1 be an integer and A'' be an n!-torsion free prime near ring. 
If d is a derivation of A^  with d"(A^) = {0}, then d{Z{N)) = 0. 
In order to develop proof of the theorem following results are required. The 
following Lemma is an extention of Leibniz 'S rule for derivations of rings to near rings. 
Lemma 3.2.1 Let A'' be a near ring. Then for any integer n > 2 and x,y ^ N the 
following holds: 
d^ixy) = d^{x)y + [fjd^-\x)diy) + + ['l)d^-%x)d%y) 
+ + ('\)dix)d^-'iy) + xd^'{y). 
Proof. Using Theorem 2.2.1 and elementary facts about centralizers of elements in 
group, one can easily prove 
d{x)y + nxd{y) = nxd{y) + d{x)y 
Further, one can have 
nd{x)y + nxd[y) = n{d{x)y + xd{y)) for all x,yeN. (3.2.4) 
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Next we prove Leibniz' s rule by induction on n. When n = 2 we have 
d^{xy) = d{d{x)y + xd{y)) = d{d{x)y) + d{xd{y)) = d^(x)y + d{x)d{y) + d{x)d{y) + 
xd'^iy) = d^(x)y + 2d{x)d{y) + xd'^{y) 
Assume Leibniz' s rule holds for n - L That is, if A^  is (n — l)!-torsion-free, then 
r-\xy) = d''-\x)y + + (":;)d"-i(x)d^-i(y) + {^'r^)d''-'-\x)d\y) 
+ + xd'^-\y). 
Since n!-torsion freeness implies (n - l)!-torsion-freeness, by (3.2.4), we have 
d'^ixy) = did^'-^xy)) 
= did^-\x)y + .... + {'l:l)d^-'ix)d^-\y) + {"-^')r-'-'{x)d\y) + ....xd^-\y)) 
= d[d--\x)y) + .... + {l_';)d{d--\x)d^'\y)) + [-f)d{d--^-\x)d\y) 
+ .... +dixd^'-'iy)) 
= d^{x)y + d^-\x)d{y) + .... + {X-'?l{d^''^\^)d'-\y) + d--\x)d\y)) 
+ {;^f){d''-\x)d\y) + d^-'-\x)d'+\y)) + ....d{x)d''-\y) + xd^'iy) 
= d-{x)y + .... + [l';)d{d--^^\x)d^'\y)) + {r_l)d{d^^'\x)d\y) 
+ {;^^'){d^-\x)d\y) + {;^'r')d^''-\x)d'+\y) + .... + xd-{y) 
= d-{x)y + ....+ {^r'y-\x)d\y) + {^-y--\x)d\y) + .... + xd-{y) 
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= d-{x)y + .... + [(^:;) + [-~')]d--\x)d\y) + .... + xd-{y) 
= d^{x)y + .... + 0rf"-'(x)d^(y) + .... + xd-(y). 
The proof is completed. 
Lemma 3.2.2 Let A^  be a near ring and d be a derivation of A^ . Then d{Z{N)) C Z{N). 
Proof. From Theorem 2.2.1, for any z e Z{N) and any x e N, we have 
xd{z) + zd{x) = X(i(2) + d{x)z = d{xz) = d{zx) = d{z)x + z(i(2;). It is obvious that 
xd{z) = d{z)x. i.e. d(z) e Z{N). 
Lemma 3.2.3 Let TZ > 2 be an integer and let A'' be an n.'-torsion free near ring and 
d be a derivation with d''{N) = {0}. Then for each y G A^ , either d{y) = 0 or there 
exists Q < k < n, such that d!'{y) is a nonzero divisor. 
Proof. Since n!-torsion freeness imphes (n - l)!-torsion freeness, we may assume that 
d^'^{N) ^ {0}, in which case we choose XQ such that d^~^{xo) ^ 0. Assume d{y) / 0. 
Then there exists k with 0 < /c < n for which (i^(y) 7^  0 and d^~^^[y) = 0. Using 
Leibniz' s rule, we obtain 
0 = d\x,)d'-\y)) = d"ixo)d'-\y) + hd''-\xo)d'iy) + Q^'-^(xo)/"+^(y) + .... 
= (f\d:'-\xo)d'{y) = nd--\x,)d\y). 
Since N is n!-torsion free, d'^'^{xo)d''{y) = 0. So d''{y) is a nonzero divisor of zero. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2,4 If n = 1, there is nothing to prove. If n > 2, then suppose 
d{z) ^ {0}. We choose z G Z{N) such that d{z) i- 0. By Lemma 3.2.1 and Lemma 
3.2.2, there exists a positive integer k such that d^[z) is a nonzero divisor contained 
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in Z{N). On the other hand, d{z) could not be a divisor by Theorem 2.2.3. The 
contradiction proves that d{Z[N)) = {0}. 
Finaly Wang [110] obtaioned the following result: 
Theorem 3.2.5 Let n be a positive integer and A'" be an n!-torsion free near ring. If 
A'' has no nonzero divisors, then N admits no nonzero derivation d with d" = 0. 
The proof is immediately obtained by Lemma 3.2.2. 
Beidar et al [40] further generalized Theorem 3.2.1 and Theorem 3.2.2 as follows: 
Theorem 3.2.6 Let A^  be a prime near ring with derivations di and ^2- Suppose that 
2A'' 7^  {0}. Then did2 is a derivation if and only if either di = 0 or ^2 — 0. 
For the proof of the above theorem following Lemmas are essential: 
Lemma 3.2.3 Let A'' be a near ring with nonzero derivations di and ^2 such that 
di{x)d2{y) = -d2{x)di{y), for all .x,y e A^ . (3.2.2) 
Then (A'', +) is abelian. 
Proof. Let x,y,ze N. From (3.2.2) it follows that 
0 = di{x)d2{u + v) + d2{x)di{u + v) 
= di{x)[d2{u) + diiv)] + d2ix)[di{u) + djiv)] 
= di{x)d2{u) + di{x)d2{v) + d2{x)di{u) + d2ix)di{v) 
= di{x)d2{u) + di[x)d2{v) - di{x)d2{u) ~ di{x)d2{v) 
= dilx)[d2{u) + d2{v) - d2{u) - d2{v)] = di{x)d2{u + v-u-v). 
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Therefore di{x)d2{u+v-u~v) = 0, for all x G iV and so di{N)d2{u+v-u-v) = 0. By 
Theorem 2.2.3 {Hi), we have d2{u+v-u-v) = 0. Substituting wu and wv for u and v re-
spectively, we have 0 = d2{wu+wv—wu-wv) = d2[w{u+v—u~v)] = d2{w)[u+v-u—v]. 
Again by Theorem 2.2.3 {in), we have M + u - M — u = 0, for all u, •?; G A''. Thus N is 
abeUan. 
Lemma 3.2.4 Let A'' be a prime near ring with derivations di and ^2, such that 
di{x)d2{y) = -d2{x)di(y), for all x,y e N. Suppose that 2A' 7^  {0}. Then either 
di = 0 or ^2 = 0. 
Proof. Suppose that di ^0 and 2^ 7^  0. By Lemma 3.2.3, A" is abelian. Substituting 
X = uv in (3.2.2) and using Theorem 2.2.2 (i), we infer that 
0 = [udi{v) + udi{v)]d2{y) + [ud2{v) + d2{u)v]di{y) 
= udi(v)d2(y) + di{u)vd2{y) -f ud2{v)di{y) + d2{u)vdi{y). (3.2,3) 
Since u[di{v)d2{y) + d2{v)di{y)\ = 0, we obtain from (3.2.3) that 
di{u)vd(y) + d2{u)vd,{y)^{). (3.2.4) 
Substitute yt instead of y in (3.2.4) to obtain 
0 = di{u)v[yd2{t) + d2{y)t] + d2[u)v[ydi{t) + di{y)t] .^ 2 5) 
= di{u)vyd2{t) + di{u)vd2{y)t + d2{u)vydi{t) + d2{u)vdi{y)t. 
Since di{u)vyd2{t) + d2{u)vydi{t) = 0 by (3.2.4), we have from (3.2.5) that 
di{u)vd2{y)t + d2{u)vdi{y)t = 0. Substituting di{t) instead oft, we get that 
di{u)vd2{y)di[t) + d2{u)vdi[y)di{t) = 0. (3.2.6) 
Substituting vdi{y) and t instead oiv and y respectively in (3.2.4), we find that 
di{u)vd^{y)d2{t) + d2{u)vdi{y)di{t) = 0. (3.2.7) 
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Subtraction of (3.2.7) from (3.2.6) yields that 
diiu)v[d2{y)di{t)-di{y)d2{t)] = 0. 
Using (3.2.2), we obtain di{u)v[d2{y)di{t) + d2(y)di{t)] = 0. Since di ^ 0, it follows 
that di{u) ^ 0 for some u e N. As di{u)N[d2{y)di{t) + d2{y)di{t)] = 0 and A'' is prime 
, we conclude that 
d2{y)d,{t) + d2iy)di(t) = 0. (3.2.8) 
Recall that (N, +) is abelian. Substituting yu instead of y in (3.2.8) and using 
Theorem 2.2.2 (i), we obtain 
0 = d2{y)udi{t) + yd2{u)di{t) + d2{y)udi{t) + yd2{u)di{t) 
= y{d2{u)di{t) + d2{u)di{t)) + d2{y)udi{t) + d2{y)ud,{t) (3.2.9) 
= d2{y)udi{t) + d2{y)udi{t). 
Now substituting ut instead oft in (3.2.8) and using Theorem 2.2.2 {%) and (3.2.9), we 
obtain 
0 = d2{y)udi{t) + d2{y)di{u)t + d2{y)udi(t) + d2{y)di{u)t cio^cw 
= d2{y)d^{u)t + d2{y)d,{u){t + t) ^''•'•'^^ 
for all y,t,u e N. Therefore d2{N)di{u){t + t) = 0 and so di{u){t + t) = 0 for all 
u,t e N hy Theorem 2.2.3 {in). Again applying Theorem^ 2.2.3 {Hi), we conclude that 
t 4-1 = 0 for alH G A^ , a contradiction with 2A^  ^ 0. Thus either di = 0, or ^2 = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2,6 Since did2 is a derivation, we have 
did2{xy)=xd2di{y) + d2di{x){y), for all x,y e N. 
On the other hand 
di{d2{xy)) = d2{xdi{y) + di{x)y) = xd2{di{y)) + d2{x)di{y) + di{x)d2{y) + d2{di{x))y. 
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Comparing these two expressions, we conclude that 
d2{x)di{y) + di{x)d2{y) = 0,for all x,y e N. 
Now, our assertion follows from Lemma 3.2.4. 
In the mentioned paper the author also proved the following result which general-
izes Theorem 2.3.1. 
Theorem 3.2.7 Let iV be a prime near ring with derivations di and ^2. Suppose that 
dj ^0 y^ dl and [di{x),c?2(y)] = 0 for all x,y e N. Then A'' is a commutative ring. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.4.3, that di(N) C Z{N) and so [N,di(N)] = 0. 
Again by Theorem 2.4.3 we conclude that A'' C Z{N) and so A^  is a commutative 
near ring. In particular N is distributve. Let u,x,y € A^ . Then (u + u){x + y) = 
(u + u)x + {u + u)y = ux + ux -\-uy -\- uy. Now it follows that uy + ux = ux + uy and 
x{y + x-y — x) = 0 for all u,x,y G A^ . Since A^  is prime, we have y + x — y-x = 
0 for all x,y ^ N, and so A/^  is a commutative ring. The proof is complete. 
Corollary 3.2.1 Let A'^  be a prime near ring with nonzero derivations di and d2- Sup-
pose that 2A^  / {0} and [di{x),d2(y)] — 0 for all x,y ^ N. Then, A^  is a commutative 
ring. 
Remark 3.2.1 The above result does not hold for an arbitrary near ring even with a 
left identity. 
Example 3.2.2 Let F be a linear space with a basis {ei,e2, •••,€„} over a field F of 
characteristic different from two. Define multiplication on V by the rule vw = 0 for 
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all v,w e V with v ^ (ci, - e i } and eiw = w, {-ei)w = -w. Then V is a left zero-
symmetric near-ring with respect to this multiphcation. 
We claim that ^ is a simple near ring with the left identity ei. Indeed, let / be a 
nonzero proper ideal of V. If Ci e I, then V = eiV C I, a, contradiction. Hence Ci 6 / . 
Let 0 j^ V E I. Then either ei + y 7^  ei or - e i + v y^ Cj. Without loss of generality we 
consider the first case only. Clearly ei + u 7^  ci as well. Hence (ci + v)w = 0 for all 
w £ V. Since / is an ideal, we have -w = (ei + v)w — eiw e / for all w E V, which 
imphes that V C / , a contradiction. Thus V is simple. Obviously V is not a ring. 
One can easily check that any hnear transformation d : V —> V such that 
d(V) n {ei, —61} = ^ is a derivation of the near ring V. Suppose now that n = 3. 
Define linear transformations di,d2 as follows: 
di{ei) = ^2(62), (ii(e2) = e2,0(1(63) = 0, ^2(62) = 0, ^3(63) = 63 
Clearly did2 = 0 is a derivation. Further d{xi)d{y2) = d{y2)d{xi) for all x,y EV. Thus 
Theorem 2.4.3 and Theorem 3.2.6 do not hold for V. 
3.3 Extensions of Posner's Theorem on certain 
subsets of a near ring 
Nurcan and Bell [24] proved Theorem 3.2.6 in setting of a certain appropriate sub-
set of a prime near ring admitting a derivation. 
Theorem 3.3.1 Let A^  be a prime near ring with 2A'^  7^  {0}, and let U he a nonzero 
semigroup ideal of A^  which is closed under addition. If di and ^2 are derivations on 
A'" such that did2 acts as a derivation on U, then either di = 0 or 6^2 = 0. 
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For developing the proof following Lemma is required. 
Lemma 3.3.1 Let A^  be a prime near ring and U hea nonzero semigroup ideal of A''. If 
2N / {0}, then 2U ^ {0}, and if d is any nonzero derivation on A^ , then d{2U) f {0}. 
Proof. Let x £ N with x + x ^ 0. Then for every u e f/, u{x + x) = ux + ux E: 2U, 
and by Lemma 2.4.1 (z), we get {0} ^ U{x + x) C 2U. Since 2U is a semigroup left 
ideal of A^ , it follows by Lemma 2.4.1 (M) that d{2U) / {0}. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3.1 Assume that di = 0 and d'> — 0. Since did2 acts as a 
derivation on [/, we have 
did2{xy) = xdid2{y) + did2{x)y for all x,y EU. (3.3.1) 
On the other hand, we can write 
did2{xy) = di{d2{xy)) = di{xd2{y) + d2{x)y) = di{xd2{y) + di{d2{x)y). 
Therefore 
did2{xy) = xdid2{y) + di{x)d2{y) + d2{x)di{y) + did2{x)y for all x,y EU. (3.3.2) 
Comparing (3.3.1) and (3.3.2), we obtain 
di{x)d2{y) + d2{x)di{y) = 0 for all x,y E U. (3.3.3) 
Replacing x by xz,z e [/, and making use of Theorem 2.2.1, and Theorem 2.2.2, we 
have 
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0 = di{xz)d2{y) + d2{xz)di{y) 
= {di{x)z + xdi{z)d2{y) + {xd2{z) + d2{x)z)di{y) 
= di{x)zd2{y) + xdi{z)d2{y) + xd2{z)di{y) + d2{x)zdi{y) 
= di{x)zd2{y) + x{di{z)d2{y) + d2{z)di{y)) + d2{x)zdi{y), 
for all x,y,z G L'^  and since the second summand here is zero by (3.3.3), we conclude 
that 
di{x)zd2{y) + d2{x)zdi(y) = 0 for all x,y,z ^U. (3.3.4) 
Now substitute yt for y, where t G U, obtaining. 
0 = di{x)z{di{y)t + yd2{t)) + d2{x)z{ydi[t) + di{y)t) 
= di{x)zd2{y)t + {di{x)zyd2{t) + d2{x)zydi{t) + d2{x)zdi{y)t. 
Since the middle summand is 0 by (3.3.4), we have shown that 
di(x)zd2(y)t + d2(x)zdi(y)t = 0 for all x,y,z,t ^U. (3.3.5) 
Now assume that t has been chosen so that di{t) 6 U also. Then, 
di{x)zd2{y)di{t) + d2{x)zdi{y)di{t) = 0. (3.3.6) 
In (3.3.4), we substitute zdi[y) for z and t for y, obtaining 
di{x)zdi{y)d2{t) + d2{x)zdi{y)di{i) = 0, 
that is, 
d2{x)zdi{y)di{t) = ~di{x)zdi{y)d2{t). 
Substituting this in (3.3.6), we now get 
di{x)zd2{y)di{t) - di{x)zdi{y)d2{t) = 0, 
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which can be written as 
d,{x)z{d2{y)di{t) ~ di{y))d2{t)) = 0. 
By Lemma 2.4.1 (ii) and Lemma 2.4.2 (ii), we conclude that 
d2iy)d,{t) - d,iy))d2{t) = 0. (3.3.7) 
But by (3.3.2), we have 
di{{y))d2(t) + d2{y)d,{t) = 0. 
So that 
d2{u){2di{t)) = {0}. 
Since d2 was assumed to be nonzero, by Lemma 2.4.2 (ii) we see that 
di{2t) = 0 for allteU for which di{t) G U. 
Note that the semigroup ideal U'^ = {uv \ u,v ^ U} is nonzero by Lemma 2.4.1 [i], 
and observe that 
d^(U^) = {udi(v) + di{u)v \u,veU}C U. 
It follows from (3.3.8) that 
di{2U^) = {0}. (3.3.9) 
and by Lemma 3.3.1., di = 0, a contradiction to our original assumption. This com-
pletes the proof. 
Corollary 3.3.1. Let A'' be a prime near ring with 2A^  ^  {0} and let U he a, nonzero 
semigroup ideal such that U fl ^(A'^ ) ^ {0}. If di and d2 are derivations on A'^  such 
that did2 acts as a derivation on U, then di = 0 or (i2 = 0. 
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In 1990 Bresar [41] proved the following result: 
Theorem 3.3.2 Let R he a prime ring of characteristic not two. If d is a nonzero 
derivation of R and / is an additive mapping on R such that f{x)d{x) = d{x)f{x) = 0, 
for all X e R, then f — 0. 
Later Bresar and Skarabot [44] pointed out that it is not sufficient in general to 
assume only f{x)d{x) = 0 or d{x)f{x) = 0. For suitably restricted map / on a near 
ring A'^ , Nurcan and Bell [24] obtained various extensions of Bresar' s Theorem. 
Theorem 3.3.3 Let A'^  be a prime near ring with 1, admitting a nonzero derivation d 
and let / be an endomorphism of A'^ . If d{x)f{x) = 0 for all x E N, then / = 0. 
Proof. Since d{l) = 0, the condition d{x + l)f{x + 1) = 0 yields that d{x){f{x) + 
/ ( I )) = 0, so d{N)f{l) = {0}. It follows by Lemma 2.4.2 (ii) that / ( I ) = 0. Hence 
fix) = f{lx) = / ( l ) / (x ) = 0 for all x e N. 
Theorem 3.3.4 Let A" be a prime near ring and d he a. derivation on A" such that 
xd{x) = d{x)x = 0 for all x e N. Then d = 0. 
Proof. Suppose that d y^O. Let c be any constant, i.e. d{c) — 0. then d{x + c){x + c) — 
0 = d{x){x + c) = d{x)x + d{x)c for all x e N, so that d{N)c = {0} and by Lemma 
2.4.2 (M), C = 0. 
Now d{x'^) = xd{xO + d{x)x = 0, so x^ = 0 for all x ^ N. Thus 
x{x + yY — 0 — {x{x + y){x + y)) = xy{x + y) = xyx foa all x,y e N. 
Hence, xNx = {0} and therefore A'' = {0}, a contradiction. 
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Theorem 3.3.5 Let N he a prime near ring and L'^  be a nonzero semigroup ideal of 
A^ . If d is a derivation of A'" such that d{x)x = 0 or xd{x) = 0 for all x e U, then 
d{Z{N)) = {0}. 
Proof. We consider the case d{x)x = 0 for all x G U. Suppose d(z) ^ 0, and let 
z e "ZiN) such that d{z) ^ 0. For each x ^ U we have d{xz)xz = 0 = {xd{z)+d{x)z)xz, 
so that by Theorem 2.2.2, we have 
xd{z)xz + d{x)zxz = 0 = x^d{z)z + d{x)xz'^ = x'^d{z)z. 
It follows by Theorem 2.2.3 {iii) that x"^ = Q for all x e U. In particular, if x,y G U 
and x + y ^U as well, we have x{x + yY = 0 = xyx (as in the proof of Theorem 3.3.4). 
If we take w G [/ \ {0} and x, y G wU, then x = wu and y = wv for all u,v E U, and 
x+y = w(w+i)) e /7. Therefore, wuwvwu = 0 = wuwvwuw. Thus, wuwUwuw — {()}, 
so by Lemma 2.4.2 (i) wViw = {0} and hence u; = 0, a contradiction. 
The argument for the case xd{x) = 0 for all x G t/ is a trivial modification of the 
one just given. 
Very recently BeU and Nurcan [38] further extended the above mentioned theorem. 
Theorem 3.3.6 Let A'' be a prime near ring with 2A^  ^  {0} and [/ be a nonzero semi-
group ideal of TV. If di and di are derivations on A'' such that d\{x)d'i{;\j)\d2{x)d\{%}) = 0 
for all X, y G f/, then di = 0 or d^ — 0. 
For developing the proof of the above theorem following lemma is essential. 
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Lemma 3.3.2 Let A'^  be a prime near ring with 2N ^ {0} and f/ be a nonzero semi-
group ideal. If d is a derivation on A'' such that (f'{U) = {0}, then d = 0. 
Proof. Since cP{xy) = 0 for all x,y e U, we have 2d(x)d{y) = 0 for all x,y e U, i.e., 
d{U)d{2U) = {0}. It follows from Lemma 2.4.2. (M) and Lemma 3.3.1 that d = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3.6 As in the proof of Theorem 3.3.1, we have 
di{x)yd2{z) + d2(x)ydi{z) = 0 for all x,y,z G U. (3.4.1) 
and 
di{x)yd2{z)t + d2(x)ydi{z)t = 0 (OJ: all x,y,z,t ^U. (3.4.2) 
In (3.4.2), we substitute tdi{w) for t, where w £ U, thereby obtaining 
di{x)y{d2{z)tdi{w)) + d2{x){ydi{z)t)di{w) = 0 for all x,y,z,t,'w e U. (3.4.3) 
Using (3.4.1) to substitute in both summands of (3.4.3), we obtain 
di{x)y{—di{z)td2{yj)) - di{x)ydi{z)td2{w) = 0 
so that 
di{x)ydi{z)t{d2{2w) = 0, for all x,y,z,t,'w E U. 
It follows by Lemma 2.4.2 (i) that d2{2u) = {0} or di{U)Udi{U) = {0}. If ^2(2^) = {0}, 
Lemma 3.3.1 c?2 = 0 and the other possibility gives c^ j = 0 by Lemma 2.4.2 (i) and 
Lemma 2.4.1 [ii). 
Following result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.3.6. 
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Theorem 3.3.7 Let N he a, prime near ring with 2A'^  7^  {0} and U he a nonzero semi-
group ideal oi N. If di and ^2 are derivations of A'^  such that ^1^2 acts as a derivation 
on [/, then di = 0 or ^2 = 0. 
Proof, By calculating did2{xy) in two different ways, we see that di{x)d2{y) + 
d2{x)di{y) = 0 for all x,y GU. 
Lemma 3.3.3 Let N be an arbitrary near ring. Let S and T be nonempty subsets of 
A^  such that st — —ts for all s £ 5 and t e T. If a, 6 G 5 and c is an element of T for 
which -c ^T, then (ab)c = c{ab). 
Proof. For x G 5 and y ET such that —y e T, we have {—y)x — —x{—y) ~ xy = —yx. 
Thus, for a,b,c as above, {ab)c = a{bc) = a{—cb) = a{{—c)b) = {a{—c))b = {—ac)b = 
(ca)b = c{ab). 
Theorem 3.3.8 Let N he a prime near ring with 2A'' ^ {0} and U he a nonzero 
semigroup ideal of N. Suppose that di and d2 are derivations on A'' such that 
di{x)d2{y) =-d2{y)di{x) for allx.yeU. (3.4.4.) 
Then either di = 0 or ^2 = 0. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3.2, we may assume dl{U) 7^  {Of 7^  dKU"^). The reason for 
considering U"^ is that w G d2{U'^) imphes that both w and —w are in d2{U). There-
fore, by Lemma 3.3.3, if u,v G d-[{U), then uv centralizes d2{U'^), hence uv ^ Z 
by Lemma 2.4.6. It follows that di(a;)^(ii(y) = di{x)di{y)di{x) and di{x)'^di{y'^) = 
{di{x)di{y))'^ for all x,y e U. Hence di{x)di{y){di{x)di{y) - di{y)di{x)) = 0. and 
di{y)di{x){di{x)di{y) ~ di{y)di{x)) = 0 Since di{x)di{y) and di{y)di{x) are central, 
Theorem 2.2.3.(z) shows that for any x,y £ U, either di{x)di{y) = di{y)di{x) = 0 or 
di{x)di{y) = di{y)di{x). Then, [diiU),di{U)] = {0}. By Lemma 2.4.6, and 
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Theorem 2.4.4, A^  is commutative. But this fact together with (3.4.4) shows that 
2di{x)d2{y) = 0 for all x,y e U, i.e., di{U)d2{2U) = {0}. An appeal to Lemmas 2.4.2 
(ii) and Lemma 3.3.1 yields di = 0 or 62 = 0. 
The skew-commutativity hypothesis of Theorem 3.3.7, and Theorem 3.3.8, suggests 
investigating conditions of the form di{x)d2{y) + d2(y)di{x) G Z{N) or xd{y) + d{y)x G 
Z{N). 
Theorem 3.3.9 Let A'' be a prime near ring with 2A'' 7^  {0}, and U he a nonzero 
semigroup ideal of A^ . 
(z) If A'' has nonzero derivations di, d2 such that di{x)d2{y) + d2{y)di{x) G Z{N) 
for all X, y eU and atleast one of di{U) n Z{N) and d2{U) H Z{N) is nonzero, 
then A^  is a commutative ring. 
{a) If N admits a nonzero derivation d such that Ur\Z{N) 7^  {0} and xd{y)+d{y)x G 
Z{N) for all x, y ^U, then A'' is a commutative ring. 
Proof. Assume that di{U) n Z{N) ^ {0}. Let x G t/ such that rfi(x) G Z(A^)\{0}, 
and y G [/. Then d^{x)d2{y) + d2{y)d,{x) = d,{x){2d2{y)) = d,{x){d2{2y)) G Z{N). 
Therefore, d2{2U) C Z{N). Since 2C/ is a nonzero semigroup left ideal, our conclusion 
follows from Theorem 2.4.4. 
In the similar manner we can prove part (ii). 
Theorem 3.3.10 Let A'" be a prime near ring with 2A'' 7^  {0}, and U he a. nonzero 
semigroup ideal which is closed under addition. Suppose that A'^  admits nonzero deriva-
tions di and d2 such that di[x)d2{y) + d2{y)di{x) G -^ (A )^ for all x, y E U and 
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di{N) n Z{N) y^ {0} or d2{N) n Z{N) ^ {0}. Then A^  is a commutative ring. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.3.8, we can not have di{x)d2{y) + d2{y)di{x) = 0 for all 
X, y e U'^. Since diiU'^) C U, there exist XQ, j/o ^ U"^ such that UQ = c?i(xo)d2(yo) + 
<^ 2(yo)c?i(2^ o) is a nonzero central element in U. If either of (ii(Mo) and C?2(MO) is nonzero, 
our conclusion follows from Theorem 3.3.9. On the other hand if rfi(wo) = d2{uQ) — 0, 
then di{uox)d2{uQy)-^d2{uQy)di{uQx) = uldi{x)d2{y) + d2{y)di{x) G Z for all x, y e N. 
Hence di{x)d2{y) + d2{y)di{x) G ^(A'^ ) for all x, y ^ N. Now it follows by Theorem 
3.3.9, that A'' is a commutative ring. 
Theorem 3.3.11 Let A" be a prime near ring with 2A' ^ {0}, and [/ be a nonzero 
semigroup ideal of A^ . Suppose that one of the following holds: 
(i) U is closed under addition. 
(ii) U is not nil. 
If xd{y) + d{y)x G Z(N) for all x, y &U, then N is a. commutative ring. 
Proof, (i) In view of Theorem 3.3.9 {ii), It is sufficient to show that UnZ{N) ^ {0}, 
hence to show that there exist x, y ^U such that xd{y) + d{y)x / 0. Suppose the con-
trary. Then for all x, y eU and w G U'^, we have xyd{w) = d{w)xy, so xy{2d{w)) = 0. 
Then, U'^(d{2U'^)) = {0} and by Lemma 2.4.1 (z) and Lemma 3.3.1, this can not occur. 
(ii) By (3.4.5), we have d{x'^) G Z{N) for all x e U. If there exists x e U such 
that d{x'^) ^  0, we choose y eU"^ for which 2y / 0 (as Lemma 3.3.1, guarantees we can 
do). Then we have d{x^)y + yd{x^) = d{x^){2y) G Z{N). Therefore, 2y G t/ n Z{N) 
and we are finished by Theorem 3.3.9 [ii). We may assume henceforth that dix^) = 0 
for all X ^ U. i.e. x^ is a constant for all x G t/. For all constants c E U and any 
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y eU, we have cd{cy) + d{cy)c = ccd(y) + cd{y)c = c[cd{y) + d{y)c) G Z{N), so either 
cd{y) + d{y)c = 0 for aU y G (7 or c G Z{N). It follows that for each x G (7, either 
x^ G /7 or x'^d{y) + d{y)x'^ = 0 for aU x, y ^ U. In the latter case, we choose y G f/^  
and use Lemma 3.3.3 to coclude that x^d{y) = d{y)x^ for all y G U'^. Thus we have 
[3;4^d([/2)] = {0} for all X G [/. By lemma 3.4.1., x^ G Z(A^) for aU x G [/. Now f/ is 
not nil, so for some x G t/ x^ is a nonzero element of i7 fl Z{N), hence our conclusion 
follows by Theorem 3.3.9 {ii). 
Theorem 3.3.12 Let A^  be a prime ring and [/ be a nonzero semigroup ideal of N. If 
A'' admits a derivation d such that d(U) C JJ and d[xy) = d{yx) for all x,y E U then 
(A ,^ +) is abehan. 
Proof. In view of the result mentioned above, we only need to consider the case 
d'^ = 0. Since d{xd{y)) = d{d{y)x) for ah x, y & U, we have d{x)d{y) = d{y)d{x) for 
all X, y G f/ and our result follows by Theorem 2.4.7. 
Theorem 3.3.13 Let A'^  be a near ring with no non zero divisor of zero, and U be 
a nonzero semigroup right ideal of A^ . If A^  admits a nonzero derivation d such that 
d{xy) = d[yx) for all x, y ^U, then N is a. commutative ring. 
Proof. For all x, y £U, we have d{xy — yx) = 0 = d{x{xy) — {xy)x) — d{x{xy — yx)) — 
d{x){xy - yx). Thus, for each x E U, either d{x) = 0 or x centralizes U. Applying 
lemma 2.4.1 {Hi), we see that either d{x) = 0 or x G Z{N). Therfore, d{u) C Z{N) 
and our result follows by Theorem 2.4.4. 
Remark 3.3.1 In general, the mentioned results can not be extended to semiprime 
near rings or even to near-rings with no nonzero nilpotent elements, as the following 
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example shows. 
Example 3.3.1 Let N = Ni® N2, where A^ 'i is a non-commutative near-ring with no 
zero divisors and N2 is a commutative domain admitting a nonzero derivation S. 
Define d : N —^ N hy d{{ui,U2)) = {0,5{u2)). Then d is a derivation on N with 
d{N) C Z{N) and d{xy) = d{yx) for all x, yeN. 
However, the authors obtained partial extensions of Theorem 3.3.13 to near rings 
with no nonzero nilpotent elements. 
Theorem 3.3.14 Let A^  be a near-ring with no nonzero nilpotent elements and U 
be a non zero semigroup right ideal of A''. If d is a nonzero derivation of N such 
that d{xy) = d{yx) for all x, y e U, then the subnear ring generated by d(U) is a 
commutative ring. 
Proof. As in Lemma 2.3.1, we have a faimly {Pa\c( e A} of ideals such that HPa ~ {0} 
and each near ring NjPa has no nonzero divisors of zero. Each derivation d on N 
induces a derivation d^ on A^/Fa given by dJyX -f FQ,) = d[x) -f PQ. Moreover, for each 
a € A, Uoc = {x-^ PcM' ^ U^ is a semigroup right ideal of A '^/P^. 
If NjPa. has the property that rfa / 0 and V^ 7^  {0}, then by Theorem 3.3.13, 
x + y — x — y&Pa and xy — yx ^ Pa for all x, y E N. On the other hand if N/Pa 
is such that da — 0 ov Ua — {0}, then d{U) C P^,; hence x + y — x-y^Pa and 
xy — yx G Pa, where x e N and y is any finite product of elements of d{U). Since 
nPa = {0}, we have d{U) C Z and finite product of elements of d{U) are additively 
central. It follows easily that the set of all finite sums of finite products of elements of 
d{U) and their negative is a commutative subring of A'', and it is clearly equal to the 
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subnear ring generated by d(U). 
3.4 Certain near rings with higher derivations are 
commutative rings 
In [58] Deng and Nurcan proved that if A'' is an n! torsion free prime near ring ad-
mitting a derivation d such that d{N) C Z{N), then either d{Z{N)) = 0 or A^  is a 
commutative ring. In fact the result obtained is an extension of Theorem 3.3.8. 
Theorem 3.4.1 Let n be a positive integer and A'' be an n! torsion free prime near ring. 
\id:N —^ A^  is a derivation such that d"(A )^ C Z{N), then either d{Z{N)) = {0} or 
A'' is a commutative ring. 
Following Lemmas are required to prove the theorem. 
Lemma 3.4.1 Let n be a positive integer and A" be an n\ torsion free prime near 
ring admitting a derivation d such that rf"(A^) C Z{N). If d{Z{N)) ^ {0}, then 
d^'iZiN)) ^ {0} and (A^,+) is abelian. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.3.1, the result holds for n = 1. If n > 2, suppose d"-{Z{N)) = 
{0}. Since d^'-^x) e Z{N) for all x e Z{N), we have xd''-'^{x) e Z{N), and conse-
quently d"(xd"-2(2;)) = 0 for all x G Z{N). By Leibniz' s rule, nd'^-^{x)d''-^{x) = 0. 
Since A^  is n-torsion-free and (i"~"-^ (x) G Z{N) for all x G Z{N), we have {0} = 
Nd''-\x)d''~^{x) = d''-\x)Nd''-\x). The primeness of A^  reduces to ^"-^(x) = 0 for 
all X G Z{N). Inductively we have d{Z{N)) = {0}. 
If d{Z{N)) ^ {0}, we choose a 6 Z{N) such that t/™(a) ^ 0. Thus Gf"(a) + rf"(a) = 
d:'(a + a)e Z{N), and by Theorem 2.2.3, (A ,^ +) is abehan. 
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Lemma 3.4.2 Let TV be a near ring. If rf is a multiplicative of A'', then d(ab)c = 
ad{b)c + d(a)bc, for all a,b,ce N. 
Leinm.a 3.4.3 Let TV be a near ring and d be a derivation of A'". If (A'', +) is abelian, 
then for all a,x,y ^ N and for each positive integer m, 
d"'{xy)a = d'^{x)ya + {^)d'^-\x)d{y)a + + [^_^d{x)d'^-\y)a + xd'^{y)a. 
Proof. The proof will be obtained using induction on m. 
If m = 1, the result is just Lemma 3.4.2, so we assume m > 1. By Leibniz' s rule 
and inductively we have 
d'^{{xy)a) = d'^{xy)a + {^)d'^-\xy)d{a) + + {^)d'^-^{xy)d^{a) + + 
(j^^)d(a;y)d"^-Ha)+xi/d"^(a) = (i™(xy)a+(7)(i™-Hx)?/G?(a) + ("^7^)d"^-2(a;)%)(i(a) + 
+ xd'^-\y)d{a) + .... + {^)d^'-\x)yd\a) + i^-^)d^-^-\x)d{y)d\a) + .... + 
xd'^-''{y)d\a) + + [^_^)d{x)yd'^-\a) + xd{y)d^-\a) + xyd'^ia). 
Keeping in mind that (A ,^ +) is abehan, we obtain 
d'^ixiya)) = d'^{x)ya + ['^)d"''-\x)d{ya) + + {^)d'^-''d^{ya) + .... + xd''\ya) = 
d'^{x)ya + i^)d'^-\x)d{y)a + + {^)d"'-\x)d\y)a + + xd"'{y)a + .... + 
f)d^-\x)d\a) + [^^^)d^-'-\x)['iy{y)d\a) + .... + x[^)d^-\y)d\a) + + 
^_;)d{x)yd-^-\a) + x[^^;)d{y)d^~\a) + xyd^[a). 
Using (™)('"7'') = ffe+JC'fc'), we now the equation from the two expressions for 
d^{xya). 
Proof of Theorem 3.4.1 If d{Z[N)) = {0}, there is nothing to prove. Hence onward 
we assume that d{Z{N)) / {0}. By Lemma 3.4.1, (A', +) is abelian. We complete the 
proof using induction on n. 
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If n = 1, we choose a G Z{N) such that d{a) 7^  {0}. Then d{xa) = xd{a) + d{x)a e 
Z(N) for all x G A^ . It follows easily that y{xd{a) + d{x)a) = {xd{a) + d{x)a)y, and 
immediately d{a){xy — yx) = 0. Since 0 7^  d{a) G Z{N), it follows from Theorem 2.2.3 
{in), that xy — yx = 0. Hence A/" is a commutative ring. 
Assume that n > 1. Since zd''^(xy) = d^{xy)z for aU x,y,z G A^ , it follows from 
Lemma 3.4.2 that 
zd'^{x)y+(^^zd''-\x)d{y)+ +zxd''{y) = d"'{x)yz+(^^d''-\x)d{y)z+ +xd''{y)z. 
In the last equation, taking y G ^ (A^) such that d^{y) 7^  {0}, and replacing x by 
dJ"\x), we have zd''-\x)d''{y) = d''-\x)d''{y)z, and d''{y){zd''-\x) - d"-^(x)z) --= 0 
for all x,z E N. This yields d'^~^{x) G ^ (A/") for ah x G A'' and proof is complete. 
In 1986 Lee and Lee [82] proved the following result. 
Theorem 3.4.2 Let i? be a prime ring and / be a nonzero ideal of R. If d is a deriva-
tion of R such that for a positive integer n, d^{I) C Z{N), then either d" = 0 or R. is 
commutative. 
Recently Bell, Klein and Lucier [34] investigated the condition d^{S) C Z{N), 
where 5' is a subset of R. In the sprit of this result Beh and Nurcan [38] obtained the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 3.4.3 Let A?" be a prime near ring and 5 be a subsemigroup of A'' such that 
2S C S and n be a positive integer. If c? is a derivation on A'' such that d{S) C S and 
^"(5) C Z{N), then either d^'^iS) = {0} or S is commutative. 
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In the proof of the above theorem the authors made use of Liebniz' s formula for 
nth derivations i.e. Lemma 3.4.3 for arbitrary n. In fact Leibniz' s formula follows 
easily from the following Lemma which is an extension of Theorem 3.3.14. 
Lemma 3.4,4 Let A'^  be a near-ring and d be a derivation on A''. Let n be a pos-
itive integer and h, i, j , k G {0,1,2, ...,n} such that h + i = j + k = n. Then 
d^{x)d'{y) + d^{x)d''{y) = d^{x)d^{y) + d^{x)d'{y) for all x, yeN. 
Proof. We use induction on n. The case n = 1 is noted above, so we assume the 
result for n and let h, i, j , k G {0,1,2, ...,n + 1} with h + i = j + k = n+l. In 
every case except {h,i,j,k) = (n -|- l ,0,0,n -h 1), we can obtain the desired equality 
by a substitution of the type x i-> d{x) or y i-)- d{y) in one of the equaUties for n. We 
complete the proof by applying d to the equahty d^{x)y + xd^{y) = xd^{y) + d'^{x)y, 
using the earlier cases to rearrange the terms on each side of the resulting equality, and 
then canceUing the terms other than xd'^^^{y) and d'^'^^(x)y. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4.3 Make use of Leibniz' s formula for nth derivatives, which is 
valid for arbitrary n, i.e., 
d^{xy) = d^{x)y+['l)d^-\x)d{y) + (^;)d^-'{x)d\y) + ... + [^''_^y^^^ 
for all X, y £ N. This is proved in Section 3.2 (Lemma 3.2.1) although there appears to 
be a torsion restriction, which is not used. In fact, Leibniz formula follows easily from 
the following theorem which is an extension of a Theorem 3.3.14. i.e., d{a)b + ad{b) = 
ad{b) + d{a)b for all a,be N. 
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CHAPTER 4 
GENERALIZED DERIVATIONS IN NEAR RINGS 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter is devoted to the study of generalized derivations of near rings. Sec-
tion 4.2 contains some results on (a, r)-derivations of a near ring a concept defined by 
Ashraf, Asma and Shakir [20]. An additive mapping d : N —> N is called a (^,0)-
derivation of a near ring A'^  if there exist automorphisms 9, (p : N —> N such that 
d{xy) = d{x)6{y) + (j){x)d{y) holds for ah x,y € N. 
Bell and Kappe [35] initiated the study of derivations which act as homomorphisms 
or as anti-homomorphisms on a ring. The above authors also proved that if i? is a 
prime ring and d is a derivation of R which acts as a homomorphism or as an anti-
homomorphism, then d = 0. 
Motivated by this result Nurcan obtained the following result: If d is a two sided 
^-derivation of a prime near ring A'^  which acts as a homomorphism or as an anti-
homomorphism, then d = 0. We generahzed the above results for (9,0)-derivation of 
a semiprime ring. 
Motivated by the definition of a generalized derivation in rings a concept intro-
duced by Bresar [42], Golbasi [65] defined generalized derivation in near rings. An 
additive mapping / : A'' —> N is said to be a right generalized derivation (resp. left 
generahzed derivation) on a near ring N if there exists a derivation d : N —y N such 
that f{xy) = f{x)y ^-xd{y) (resp. f{xy) — d[x)y -|-xf{y)) holds for all x,y e N. f is 
said to be a generalized derivation of A" associated with a derivation d if it is both a 
left and right generahzed derivation of A". 
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Section 4.4, contains a result of Golbasi [65] which is a generahzation of Theorem 
2.3.1, and a result of Bell and Mason [33] which is an extension of Theorem 2.3.4. 
4.2 ( ,^ 0)-derivations in near rings 
In his famous book "Structure of rings" Jacobson [77] introduced the notion of 
(si,S2)-derivation which is latter more commonly known as (a, r)-derivation or {a,P)-
derivation by some authors and (^, 0)-derivation by others like Kaya [80], Yenigul et 
al. [112], Argac et al. [23], Chang [49], Bresar and Vukman [43] to mention a few. 
Motivated by the concept of (^, 0)-derivations in near rings, Ashraf, Asma and 
Shakir [20] introduced the {9, (/))-derivation in near rings as follows: 
Definition 4.2.1 ((^, 0)-derivation) An additive mapping d : A^  —> N is called 
a {6,0)-derivation of A^  if there exist automorphisms 6, (j) : N —> N such that 
d{xy) — d{x)9{y) + (t){x)d{y) holds for all x,y e N. 
A mapping a ^-^ 9{a)b — h4){a), where 6 is a fixed element in A' is a (^,0)-
derivation. Such a (6', 0)-derivation is said to be inner. A (0, /)-derivation (resp. a 
(/,(/))-derivation)), where / is the identity mapping on A'' is called simply a 
^-derivation (resp. ^-derivation) and d is called a two sided ^-derivation if d is a {9, / ) -
derivation as well as (/, 0)-derivation of A^ . Of course a (/, /)-derivation is an ordinary 
derivation on A". 
Example 4.2.1 Consider N — Ni® N2, where A'l is a zero symmetric near ring and 
A^2 is a ring. Let di be any map on A"i and 0(2 be a right and left A'2-niodule map 
on A'2 which is not a derivation. Define d : A^  —;• A" by d{{ni,n2)) = {0,d2{n2)) 
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and 9 : N —y N by 0{{ni,n2)) = (di(ni),0). Then d is a (^,/)-derivation but not a 
derivation on N. 
For each pair of elements x,y in A'' the symbol [x,y]g,if, denotes the (^,0)-
commutator 9{x)y - y(j){x). A (6*, 0)-derivation d is called (^, (/))-commuting if 
\x, d{x)]e,4> — 0 fo^ ^^^ X e N. 
Motivated by a well known theorem due to Posner (Theorem 2.4.1) on centralizing 
derivations in rings, Ashraf, Asma and Shakir [20] established the following result on a 
near ring admitting a commuting (d, 0)-derivation which in turn generahzes Theorem 
2.4.2, due to Bell and Mason [33]. 
Theorem 4.2.1 Let A'' be a near ring having no nonzero divisors of zero. If N admits 
a nontrivial (^, (/))-commuting {6, (/))-derivation d, then (A/', +) is abehan. 
For developing the proof of the above theorem following Lemmas are required 
which are infact extensions of Theorem 2.2.1, Theorem 2.2.2, and Theorem 2.2.4, for 
(9, (/))-derivations in near rings. 
Lemma 4.2.1 An additive endomorphism d on a near ring A'' is a {9, (/))-derivation if 
and only if d{xy) = d{x)(j){y) + 9{x)d{y), for all x,y e N. 
Proof. Let d be a {9,0)-derivation of a near ring A''. Since x{y + y) = xy + xy, we 
obtain 
d{x{y + y)) =e{x)d{y + y) + d[x)<j){y + y) 
= 9{x)d{y) + (i)[x)d{y) + d(a;)(/)(y) + d(x)r(y), for all x,y^N. 
(4.2.1) 
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On the other hand, we have 
d{xy + xy)) = d{xy) + d{xy) 
= e{x)d{y) + d{x)^{y) + d{x)d{y) + d{x)(t){y), for all x,yeN. 
(4.2.2) 
Combining (4.2.1) and (4.2.2), we find that 
e{x)d{y) + d{x)(t){y) = d{x)(t){y) + ^(a;)%), for all x.y^N 
Thus, we have 
d{xy) = d{x)(f)(y) + a{x)d{y), for all x,y eN. (4.2.3) 
Conversely, let (i(xt/) = d{x)(j){y) + 9{x)d{y), for all x,y e N. 
Then 
rf(:r(y + y)) = d(a:)(^(y + ?/) + ^(a;)% + y) 
= d(a;)(/)(?/) + d(x)(^(y) + ^(x)d(y) + e{x)d{y), for all x,y e N. 
(4.2.4) 
Also, 
(i(xy + xy)) = (i(a:y) + d{xy) 
= d{x)(j){y) + 9{x)d{y) + d{x)(j){y) + 9{x)d{y), for all x,y G N. 
(4.2.5) 
Combining (4.2.4) and (4.2.5), we obtain 
d{x)(/)(y) + 9{x)d{y) = 9[x)d{y) + d{x)(f){y), for all x,y e N. 
Lemma 4.2.2 Let rf be a (6*, (/i)-derivation of a near ring A^ . Then A^  satisfies the 
following partial distributive laws: 
{{} {9{x)d{y) + d{x)4){y))z = e{x)d{y)z + d{x)(p{y)z, for all x,y,zG N. 
[ii] {d{x)4>{y) + 9{x)d{y))z = d{x)(f){y)z + d{x)d{y)z, for all x, y, z G N. 
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Proof, [i] Note that for all x,y,z e A'', 
diixy)z) = e{x)e{y)d{z) + {e{x)d{y) + d{x)<t){y))^{z). (4.2.6) 
on the otherhand, we have 
d{x{yz)) = B{x)6{y)d{z) + ^(x)d(y)0(z) + d(x)(/)(y))0(z). (4.2.7) 
Equating (4.2.6) and (4.2.7), we find that 
[9{x)d{y) + d{x)(j){y))z — 9{x)d{y)z + d{x)(l)(y)z, for all x,y,z e N. 
In a similar manner, (ii) can be proved. 
Lemma 4.2.3 Let cf be a {6, ^)-derivation of a near ring A^ . Suppose that u G A^  is 
not a left zero divisor. If [u, d{u)]g^(j) = 0, then (x, u) is a constant for every x e N. 
Proof. Since u{u + x) = u^ + ux, so we obtain 
0{u)d{x) + d{u)(j){u) = d{u)4){u) + d{u)d{x), for all u G A^andx G A^ . 
Due to, [«, c?(ii)]^ _^ = 0 the above expression can be written as 
d{v){d{x) + diu)) = e{u){d{u) + d{x)), for all u e Nsmdx e A^ . 
Since 9 is an automorphism of A'', 9{u) is not a left zero divisor. Thus d{x,u) = 0. 
Hence {x,u) is constant, for all x E N. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2.1 Let c be any additive commutator. Then application of 
Lemma 4.2.3, yields that c is a constant. Moreover, for any x E N, xc is also an additive 
commutator, hence a constant. Thus, 0 = d{x) = 9{x)d{c) + d{x)(/){c)i.e., d{x)(j){c) = 0 
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for all X e N and additive commutator c. Since d{x) ^ 0 for some x G A^ , so ^(c) = 0, 
and thus c = 0 for all additive commutator c. Hence (A'', +) is abelian. 
In the mentioned paper [20] the above authors also extended Theorem 2.3.3, for 
{Q, (?^)-derivations of a near ring. 
Theorem 4,2.2 Let A'' be a prime near ring admitting a nontrivial {d, 0)-derivation d 
for which d{N) C Z{N). Then (TV, +) is abelian. Moreover, if N is 2-torsion free and 
(6*, 0) commute with d, then A^  is a commutative ring. 
The following lemmas are necessary to prove the above theorem. 
Lemma 4.2.4 Let A'^  be a prime near ring. 
{%) Let d be a nontrivial (6*, 0)-derivation of A" and a 6 A". Then ad{N) = {0} (or 
d{N)a = {0}), imphes that a = 0. 
(M) Let N be 2-torsion free and d be a (9,0)-derivation of A^  such that d'^ = 0. If 9, (f) 
commute with d, then d = 0. 
(iii) If A'' admits a nontrivial ( ,^ (/))-derivation d for which d{N) C Z{N), then c e 
Z{N) for each constant element c of A''. 
Proof, {i) Let xd{r) = 0 for all r e N. Replace r by yz, to get x9{y)d{z)+xd{y)(f){z) = 
0, for all y,z £ N. Hence we have x9{y)d{z) = 0 for all y,z e N. Since 9 is an auto-
morphism of A^ , xNd{N) = {0}. Again A^  is prime a,nd d{N) =^  {0}, we have x = 0. 
Arguing as above, we can show that d{r)x = 0, for all r e N, implies that x = 0. 
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(a) For arbitrary x,y € N, we have (f{xy) = 0. After a simple calculation, we 
obtain 2d{d{x))d{(l){y)) = 0. Since A^  is 2-torsion free, d{e{x))d{(t){N)) = {0}, for each 
X & N. Hence cf = 0, by using [i] and the fact that 6 is an automorphism. 
[iii) Let c be an arbitary constant and let x be a nonconstant element of A^ . Then 
d{x)(j){c) = d{xc) e Z{N) for each non-constant element x of A''. This implies that 
d{x)(j){c)y = yd{x)(p{c), for all y E N. 
Since d{x) G ^(A^) - {0}, it follows that d{x)(f)[c)y = d{x)y^{c) for all y G A/ and we 
conclude that d{x){yc — cy) = 0, for all y e A'' and additive commutator c. Hence, by 
Theorem 2.2.3 (i), we get the required result. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2.2 Since d(N) C Z(N) and d is non-trivial, there exists a 
nonzero element x in A'' such that z = d{x) G ^ (A'') — {0} and z + z = d{x + x) G Z[N). 
Hence (A'",-!-) is abehan by Theorem 2.2.3 [ii). Assume now that, N is 2-torsion free 
and 9,4> commute with d. Apphcation of Lemma 4.2.2(2) yields that 
{d{x)d{y) + d{x)(j){y))(t) = e{x)d{y)(f) + d{x)^{y)(j) for all x, y, </> G N. (4.2.8) 
Since d{N) C Z[N), it follows that d{xy) G Z{N), for all x,y e N. Thus, d(x?/)0 = 
(j)d{xy), for all x,y,(j) ^ N and hence 
(^(x)4y) -f rf(x)(^(y))(/. = </.(^(x)(i(y) + d{x)<l>{y)) 
= (j)9{x)d{y) + Hx)(t^iy), (4-2.9) 
for all x,y e N. 
Combining (4.2.8) and (4.2.9) and using the fact that (A^ +) is abehan, we get 
9{x)d{y)4> - ea{x)d{y) = M^My) - d{x)4){y)(l) U2.\Q) 
for all x,y G ,A^ . 
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Since 9 is an automorphism and d{N) C Z{N), the equation (4.2.10) can be rearranged 
to yield 
d{y)e{x)(j) - ed{y)<j){x) = d{x)(})<})[y) - d{x)(f>{y)(l) for all x,y,(f)EN 
-i.e., 
d{y){e{x)(t) - (peix)) = d{x){(P4>{y) - (P{y)(P) for ah x , y , 0 G N. (4.2.11) 
Suppose on contrary that A'" is not commutative and choose r,y e N with r(/)(y) — 
(p{y)r ^ 0. Let x = d{a), ae N. This yields that 
e{x) = e{d{a)) = d{e(a)) e ^(TV). 
Now (4.2.8) becomes d{y){d{e{a))r ~ rd{e{a)) = d^a){r(j){y) - (t){y)r) -i.e., 
d^{a){r(t){y) - <^(y)r) = 0, for all a^N. 
By Theorem 2.2.3(z), we see that the central element d (^fl,) = 0, for all a e N. But by 
Lemma 4.2.4(M), this can not happen for nontrivial derivation d. Thus, 
f4>{y) " 4'{y)f — O? foi" all r,y ^ N. 
Since ^ is an automorphim of A^ , the above expression implies that rz — zr = 0, for all 
r,z G N. Hence N is a, commutative ring. 
Following result due to Ashraf, Asma and Shakir [20] is an extension of 
Theorem 2.3.5 and Theorem 2.3.6. 
Theorem 4.2.3 Let A^  be a prime near-ring admitting a nontrivial (6',0)-derivation d 
such that d{x)d{y) = d{y)d{x) for all x,y e N. Then {N,+) is abehan. Moreover, if 
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A^  is 2-torsion free and 9, (j) commute with d, then A^  is a commutative ring. 
Proof. In view of the hypothesis, we have 
d{x + x)d{x + y) = d{x + y)d{x + x), for all x,y e N. 
This implies that 
d{x)d{x) + d{x)d{y) = d{x)d{x) + d{y)d{x), for all x,y e N 
and hence d{x)d{x,y) = 0, for all x,y e N -i.e., d{x)d{c) = 0 for all x G A'" and additive 
commutator c. Now, application of Lemma 4.2.4(z) yields that d{c) = 0, for all additive 
commutators c. Since A'' is a left near ring and c is an additive commutator, xc is also 
an additive commutator for any x e N. Hence d(xc) = 0, for all x e N. Thus by 
Lemma 4.2.4(i), c = 0 and hence (A'', +) is abelian. 
Assume now that A'^  is 2-torsion free and 6, (p commute with d. Then apphcation 
of Lemma 4.2.1, and Lemma 4.2.2(2) yields that 
did{x)y)d{r) = d\x)<}>{y) + e{d{x))d{y))d{z) 
= d^[x)(f){y)d{z) + e{d{x))d{y)d{z) for all x,y e N. 
This implies that 
d\x)(l){y)d{z) - d{d{x)y)d{z) - d{d{x))d{y)d{z) for all x,y,ze N. (4.2.12) 
Also, since d{x)d{y) = d{y)d{x) for all x,y E N, we find that 
d{d{x)y)d{z) — d{z)d{d{x)y) 
= d{z){d\x)cj){y) + e{d{xMy)) 
= d{z)d^{x)<P{y) + d{z)de{x))d{y) (4.2.13) 
= d\x)d\z)(l){y) + de{x))d{y)d{z) 
for all x,y,z e N. 
Combine (4.2.12) and (4.2.13), to get 
d''{x){(t){y)d{z) - d{z)(t>{y)) = 0 for all x,y,ze N. (4.2.14). 
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Now replacing y by yr in (4.2.14), we get 
(f{x)(j){y){r{(P)d{z) - diz)<f){r)) - 0 for all (j),x,y,ze N. 
Thus, 
d\x)N{(l){r)d{z) - d{z)(i){T)) = {0} for all 0,x,y,z G A^ . 
Since N is prime and (j) is an automorphism, rd{z) - d{z)r = 0 or d'^{x) = 0, for all 
X e N. But the last conclusion is impossible by Lemma 4.2.4(M). Hence, we have 
rd{z) - d{z)r = 0 = 0, for ah r,z e N. 
This implies that d{N) C Z{N). Hence A'" is a commutative ring by Theorem 4.2.2. 
Very recently Golbasi and Aydin [68] established Theorem 3.2.2, for a (^,^)-
derivation of a near ring. 
Theorem 4.2.4 Let A'" be a 2-torsion free prime near-ring. Suppose that dj and ^2 
are {6, (/))-derivations of A''. If did2{N) = {0}, then either cfi = 0 or ^2 = 0. 
Following Lemma is important for the proof of the above theorem. 
Lemma 4.2.5 Let A^  be a prime near ring and 6? be a nonzero {9, (?!))-derivation of N 
and a G A^ . If d{N)a(a) = {0}, then a = 0. 
Proof. For all x,y e N, we get 
0 = d{xy)9{a) = (j){x)d{y)d{a) + d{x)6{y)9{a). Using the hypothesis and the fact that 
9 is an automorphism of A^ , we have d{x)N9{a) = {0}. Since A^  is a prime near ring 
and d is a nonzero {9,0)-derivation of A^ , we obtain a = 0. 
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Proof of Theorem 4.2.4 For x,y ^ N, we have 
0 = did^ixy) = di{xd2{y) + d2{x)y) 
= (f){x)did2{y) + di{x)d{d2{y)) + (l){{d\x))di{y) + did2{x)d{y)) 
that is 
di{x)e(d2{y)) + (/)((a!^ (a;))o!i(y) for all x,y e N. (4.2.15) 
If we take d2{x) instead of x in (4.2.15), then 
(t){{dl{x))di{y) for all a;, 2/G TV. 
Using Lemma 4.2.5, one can obtain di = 0 or ^2 = 0. If dl = 0, we have c?2 = 0 by 
Lemma 4.2.5(M). This completes the proof of theorem. 
Theorem 4.2.5 Let A'' be a 2-torsion free prime near ring. Suppose that rfi is a 
derivation and ^2 is a (^, ^)-derivation of N such that (f)d2 = d2(j) and 4>di = di(j). If 
did2{N) = {0}, then either di = 0 or (i2 = 0. 
Proof. By the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 4.2.3, we can write 
di{(p{x))d2iy) + d\x)di{Oiy)) = 0 for all x,y e N. (4.2.16) 
Replacing x by d2{x) in (4.2.16) and using (j)d2 = c?20 and (j)di = di^, we have 
dl{x)di{9{y)) = 0, for all x,y e N. 
Applying Theorem 4.2.4, we obtain dj = 0 or d^ = 0. If dl — 0, then ^2 = 0 by 
Theorem 2.2.3(w) 
Further in the mentioned paper Golbasi and Aydin [68] proved the following re-
sults which are generalizations of Theorem 2.4.3, and Theorem 2.4.7. 
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Theorem 4.2.6 Let dhea nonzero {6, (/^)-derivation of a prime near ring A^  and a e N. 
If [d{N), a]e,^  = 0, then either d{a) = 0 or a G Z{N). 
Proof. By hypothesis, we have 
d{ax)6{a) = (/){a)d{ax) for all x,y G N. 
Thus {(f){a)d{x) + d{a)6{x))6{a) = (f){a){(f){a)d(x) + d{a)9{x)). Since A'" satisfies the par-
tial distributive law, we get (}){a)d{x)9{a)+d{a)6{x)6{a) = (}){a)(j){a)d{x)+(j){a)d{a)0{x). 
Using the hypothesis, we have 
(l){a)(J){a)d{x) + d{a)e{x)9{a) = (j){a)(}){a)d{x) + d{a)d{a)e{x), that is 
d{a)e[[x, a]) = 0, for all x^N. (4.2.17) 
Substituting xy {y e N) for x and using (4.2.17), we have d{a)6{x)9{[y, a]) = 0, for ah 
x,y ^ N. Since 9 is an automorphism of the prime near ring of A^ , we get d{a) = 0 or 
a G Z{N). This completes the proof. 
Theorem 4.2.7 Let A^  be a prime near ring with a nonzero [9,0)-derivation d such 
that 9d = d9 and (j)d = d(f). If d{N) C Z{N), then {N, +) is abelian. Moreover, if N is 
2-torsion free then A' is a commutative ring. 
Theorem 4.2.8 Let rf be a nonzero {9, (?!))-derivation of a prime near ring A^  such that 
9d = d9 and ^d = d^. If [d{N), d{N)]g^^ = 0, then < A^ , + > is abehan. Moreover, if 
N is 2-torsion free, then A' is a commutative ring. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.2.6, we have N = H1UH2 , where Hi = {x G N \ d^{x) = 0} 
and H2 = {x G N \ d{x) G Z{N)} are additive subgroups of N. But a group can not 
be union of its two proper subgroups. Therefore, we get either Hi = N ox H2 = N. 
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-i.e., d?{N) = {0} or d{N) C Z{N). Since ci is a nonzero (6', (/))-derivation of N, we get 
d{N) C Z{N). Now application of Theorem 4.2.7, complete the proof. 
4.3 Derivations in near rings which act as endomorphisms 
Throughout this section A'' will denote a zero-symmetric right near ring. 
Let A'' be a near ring and rf be a derivation of A'". If d{xy) = d{x)d{y) (resp. 
d{xy) = d(y)d{x)), holds for all x,y E N, then we say that d acts as a homomorphism 
(resp. an anti-homomorphism) on A''. 
In 1989 Bell and Kappe [35] initiated the study of derivation which acts as a 
homomorphism or as an anti-homomorphism on a prime ring. In the same paper 
they proved that if i? is a prime ring and d is a, derivation on R which is either an 
endomorphism or an anti-endomorphism on R, then d = 0. 
Very Recently in the year 2009 Asma and Deepak [6] extended the result for 
a left (^, (?!))-derivation of R (-i.e., an additive mapping d : R —> R satisfying 
d{xy) = 6{x)d{y) -t- (j){y)d{u) for aU x,y G R). Motivated by the above observations 
Nurcan [21] obtained a near ring theoretic analogue of the above ring theoretic result 
as follows: 
Theorem 4.3.1 Let A'" be a semiprime near ring and d be two sided 6'-derivation of A^ . 
Let / be a semigroup right ideal of A^  such that 0 e / . If d acts as a homomorphism 
or an anti-homomorphism on / , then d{I) = {0}. 
In order to prove the above theorem we need the following lemmas: 
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Lemma 4.3.1 Let A'' be a near ring and / be a semigroup ideal of A^  containing 0. 
Suppose that d is a ^-derivation of A^ . If d acts as an anti-homomorphism on / and 
^(0) = 0, then xO = 0 for aU xel. 
Proof. Since Oa; = 0 for all i € / and d acts as an anti-homomorphism on / , it is clear 
that d{x)0 = 0 for all x e / . Taking xO instead of x, one can obtain d(x)6{0) + xO = 0 
for all X 6 / . Thus we have xO = 0 for all x e / . 
Lemma 4.3.2 Let A^  be a near ring and / be a semigroup ideal of A^ . If d is a two-sided 
^-derivation {{9, /)-derivation as well (/, ^)-derivation) of A' such that d{xy) = 9{x)d[y) 
for all x,y e I, then n{d{x)9{y) + xd{y)) = 9d{x)9{y) + nxd{y) for all n,x,y & I. Fur-
thermore, if ^(/) = / , then n{d{x)y + 9{x)d{y)) — nd{x)y + n9{x)d{y) for all n,x,y e I. 
Proof follows using the similar approach to that in the proof of Theorem 2.2.2. 
Lemma 4.3.3 Let TV be a near ring and / be a semigroup ideal of A^ . Suppose that d 
is a ^-derivation of A^  such that 9{xy) = 9{x)9{y) for ah x,y e I and 9{I) = I. 
(i) If d acts as a homomorphism on /, then d{y)xd{y) = yxd{y) = d{y)x6{y) for all 
x , ? / e / . 
(M) If d acts as an anti-homomorphism on / , then d{y)xd{y) ~ xyd{y) = d{y)0{y)x 
for all x,y e I. 
Proof, (i) Let d act as a homomorphism on / . Then 
d{xy) = d{x)e{y) + xd{y) = d{x)d{y) for ah x,yel. (4.3.1) 
Substituting yx for x in (4.3.1), we infer that 
d{yx)d{y) + yxd{y) = d{yx)d{y) = d{y)d{xy) for all x, y € / . (4.3.2) 
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Applying Lemma 4.3.2, we get d{y)d{xy) = d{y)d{x)9{y) + d{y)xd{y) = d{yx)6{y) + 
d{y)xd{y). Using this relation in (4.3.2), we get yxd{y) = d{y)xd{y). Similarly, taking 
yx instead of y in (4.3.1) we obtain 
d{x)d{yx) + xd{yx) = d{x)d{yx) = d{xy)d{x) for all x,y e I. (4.3.3) 
On the other hand 
d{xy)d{x) = {d{x)e{y) + xd{y))d{x) = d{x)B{y)d{x) + xd{y)d{x) = d{x)9{y)d{x) + 
xd{yx). Using this relation in (4.3.3.) we get d{x)9{yx) = d{x)6{y)6{x) = d{x)9{y)d{x). 
Since 0{I) = I, it is clear that d{x)wd{x) = d{x)w9{x) for all x,'w e I. 
(ii) Since d acts as an anti-homomorphism on /, we have 
d{xy) = d(x)9{y) + xd{y) = d{y)d{x) for all x,y e I. (4.3.4) 
Taking xy for y in (4.3.4), we get 
d{x)9{xy) + xd{xy) = d(xy)d(x) = {d{x)9{y) + xd{y)d{x) = d{x)9(y)d{x) + xd{y)d{x) = 
d{x)9{y)d{x) + xd{xy) for all x,y G / . From this relation we get d{x)9{xy) — 
d{x)9{y)d{x). Since 9{I) — I, -i.e., d{x)9{x)y = d{x)yd{x) for all x,y G / . Simi-
larly, taking xy instead of x in (4.3.4), one can prove the relation d{y)xd{y) = xyd[y). 
Proof of Theorem 4.3.1 Suppose that d acts as a homomorphism on / . By Lemma 
4.3.6, we have 
d{y)xd{y) = d{y)x9{y) for all x, y e / . (4.3.5) 
Right multiplying (4.3.5) by d{z), where ,? G / , and using the hypothesis that d acts 
as a homomorphism on / together with Lemma 4.3.3, yields that 
d{y)xd{y)z — 0 for all x, y, z G / . Taking xn instead of x, where n ^ N,we get 
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d{y)xnd{y) = 0 for all x,y,z G / and n e N. In particular, d{y)xNd{y)x = {0}. By 
the semiprimeness of A'^  we conclude that d{y)x = 0. Since 6{I) = I, it is clear that 
diy)9{x) = 0 for all x,yel. (4.3.6) 
Substituting yn for y in (4.3.6) and left-multiplying (4.3.6) by d{z), where z e I,v/e get 
d{z)d{y)n9{x) + d{z)d{y)d{n)9{x) = 0. Since the second summand is zero by (4.3.6), 
we get 0 = d{z)d{y)nd{x) = d{zy)nd{x) = d{z)6{y)n6{x) + 2d{y)nd{x) = 2d{y)ne{x), 
that is zd{y)nx = 0 for all x,y,z e I,n ^ N. Since A?" is semiprime, we have 
zd{y) = 0 for all y,zel. (4.3.7) 
Combining (4.3.6) and (4.3.7), we get d{yz) = 0 for all y,z <E I. 
In particular, d{xnx) = 0 iov all x E I,n e N and since d acts as a homomorphism 
on J, we have 0 = d{xn)d{x) = d{x)nd{x) + 9{x)d{n)d{x). Since 6'(/) = / , the second 
summand is zero by (4.3.7). Hence d[x) = 0 for all x e / . 
Now assume that d acts as an anti-homomorphism on / . Note that aO = 0 for all 
a G / by Lemma 4.3.1, Application of Lemma 4.3.3 yields that 
xyd{y) = d{y)xd[y) for ah x,y e I. (4.3.8) 
d{y)9{y)x = d{y)xd[y) for all x, y G / . (4.3.9) 
Replacing x by xd{y) in (4.3.8) and using Lemma (4.3.3), we get 
xd{y)yd{y) = d{y)xd{y'') = d{y)x{d{y)e{y) + yd{y)) 
or 
xd(y)yd(y) = d{y)xd[y)9{y) + o!(y)xyd(y). (4.3.10) 
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Substituting xy for x in (4.3.8), we have 
xy'^d{y) = d{y)xyd{y) for all x,y £ I. (4.3.11) 
Right-multiplying (4.3.8) by 9{y), we obtain 
xyd{y)e{y) = d{y)xd{y)e{y) for all x, y G / . (4.3.12) 
Replacing a; by y in (4.3.8) we get y'^d{y) = d{y)yd{y)A and left-multiplying this relation 
by z, we have 
xy'^d{y) = xd{y)yd{y) for all x,y 6 I. (4.3.13) 
Using (4.3.11), (4.3.12) and (4.3.13) in (4.3.10), we obtain xyd{y)9{y) = 0. 
In particular, ynyd{y)6{y) = 0, where n £ N. Hence yd{y)6{y)Nyd{y)6{y) = {0} 
By the semiprimeness of A^ . 
yd{y)B{y) = 0, for all x.y^I. (4.3.14) 
According to (4.3.12), we get d{y)xd{y)0{y) = 0. Using this relation in (4.3.9), 
we have 
d{y)d{y)x9{y) = 0 hi &\\ x,yeL (4.3.15) 
Replacing x by xnd{y) in (4.3.15), we have 
d[y)6{y)xd{y)d{y) = d{y)d{y)xnd{y)9{y)x = 0 for ah x,y e I,ne N. 
Hence 
a;(?/)^ (?/)a: = 0 for all x,yel. (4.3.16) 
Using (4.3.16) in (4.3.9), we obtain that d{y)xd{y) = 0, and so we have 
d{y)xnd{y)x = 0 for all x,y e I,n e N. 
Hence 
%)2; = 0forall x,yel. (4.3.17) 
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Therefore xd{z)d{yn)x = o for all x,y,z G / , n G N. Thus 0 = xd{z){d{y)n + 
9{y)d{n))x = xd(z)d{y)6{y)d{n)x for all x,y,z G / , n G A^ . Since 6'(/) = / 
the second summand is zero by (4.3.17). Hence xd{z)d{y)Nx = {0}, and so 
xd{z)d(y)Nxd(z)d(y) = {0}. By the semiprimeness of A^  we get 0 = xd{z)d{y) = 
xd{yz). Therefore 0 = xd{y)z + x6{y)d{z) = x6{y)d{z). In perticular 0 = 
9{y)d{z)n9{y)d{z). Hence 0 = 9{y)d{z). Replacing (4.3.17) we now have 
0 = d{xy) for all x,y e I. so d{xxn) — 0 for aU x G / , n G N. 
Thus 0 = d{xn)d{x) = {d{x)n + 9{x)d{n))d{x) = d{x)nd{x) + 9{x)9{n)d{x) = 
d{x)nd{x) + 9{x)d(xn). Since the second summand is zero, we get d{x)nd{x) = 0. 
Therefore d{x) = 0 for all x G / . 
Corollary 4.3.1 Let A'' be a semiprime near-ring and d a two-sided ^-derivation of A^  
such that 9 is onto and 9{xy) = 9{x)9{y) for aU x,y e N. 
[i] If d acts as a homomorphism on N, then d = 0. 
(M) If d acts as an anti-homomorphism on N, such that ^(0) = 0, then d = 0. 
Corollary 4.3.2 Let A'^  be a prime near ring and J be a nonzero subset of N such that 
0 G / and IN C / . Let d be a two-sided ^-derivation on N such that 9{I) = / and 
9{xy) = 9{x)9{y) for aU x,y e I. 
(i) If d acts as a homomorphism on / , then d = 0. 
{ii) If d acts as an anti-homomorphism on / and ^(0) = 0, then d = 0. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.3.1, we have d{x) = 0 for all x G / . Then 0 = d{xn) = 
d[x)9{n) + xd{n) = xd{n), and so xmd{n) = 0 for all x e I,n,me N. By the prime-
ness of A^  we have x = 0 or d{n) = 0 for all x G / , n G A^ . Since / is nonzero, we have 
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d{n) = 0 for all neN. 
In the mentioned paper Nurcan also obtained the following result: 
Theorem 4.3.2 Let A'' be a prime nearring and I be a nonzero semigroup ideal of 
A^ . Suppose that <i is a nonzero ^-derivation of A^  such that 0{xy) = 9(x)6{y) for all 
x,y e I. If d(x + y - X - y) = 0 for all x,y e I, then {N, +) is abehan. 
Following Lemmas are essential for the proof of this theorem. 
Lemma 4.3.4. Let iV be a prime near ring and / be a nonzero semigroup ideal of A''. 
liu + V = V + u, for all u,v G I, then (A'', +) is abelian. 
Proof. By the hypothesis, we have xu + yu = yu + xu for all M G / and x,y G A^ . 
Then we get (x + y - x + y)u = 0 for all u G / and x,y G N. It means that 
{x -\-y ~ X — y)I = (x — y — X — y)NI — 0. Since / is a nonzero semigroup ideal, we 
have X + y — X — y = 0 for all X, y G A" by the primeness of A'. Thus (A", +) is abehan. 
Lemma 4.3.5 Let A^  be a prime near ring and / be a nonzero semigroup ideal of 
N. Suppose that d is a nonzero ^-derivation of N such that d{xy) — 9{x)9{y) for ah 
x,y e I. IfxeN and xd{I) = {0}, then x = 0. 
Proof. Assume that xd{I) = 0. Then xd{uy) - 0 for all y G A'','U G /. Hence 
0 = x{d{u)d{y) + ud{y]) = xud{y) for all y G A^ , u G /. Since / is a nonzero semigroup 
ideal and d is nonzero, it is clear that x = 0 by the primeness of A''. 
Lemma 4.3.6 Let A'' be a prime near ring and / be a nonzero semigroup ideal of N. 
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Suppose that dis a nonzero 6'-derivation of N. If d{x + y — x — y) = 0, ior all x,y G I, 
then {x + y — X — y)d{z) = 0 for all x,y,z e I. 
Proof. Assume that d(x + y - x — y) = 0 for all x, y G / . Let us take yz and 
xz instead of y and x, where z G I respectively. Then 0 = d{{x + y — x — y)z) = 
d{x + y - X - y)0{z) + (x + y - x - y)d{z) = {x + y - x - y)d{z) for all x,y,z e I. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3.2 Suppose that d{x + y ~ x — y) — Q ior all x,y G I. Then 
we have (x + y — x — y)d{z) ~ 0 for all x, y, z £ / by Lemma 4.3.5. Since d 7^  0, it is 
clear that x + y — x — y = 0 for all x, y G / by Lemma 4.3.4. Hence (A'', +) is abehan 
by Lemma 4.3.4. 
Corollary 4.3.3 Let A/" be a prime near ring, and / be a nonzero semigroup ideal of 
N. Suppose that d is a. nonzero ^'-derivation of A^  such that 9{xy) = 9{x)6{y) for all 
X, y G J. If c? + d is additive on J, then (A'', +) is abelian. 
Proof. Assume that rf+(i is additive on / . Then ((i+(i)(x+y) = {d+d){x)-\-{d-\-d){y) = 
d{x) + d{x) + d(y) + d{y) for all x,y e I. On the other hand 
{d + d){x + y) = d{x + y) + d{x + y) = d{x) + d{y) + d{x) + d{y) for all x,y e I. The 
above two expressions for {d + d){x + y) yields that d{x) + d{y) = d{y) + d{x) for aU 
x,y G I. That is d{x + y - x — y) = 0. Apphcation of Theorem 4.3.5, completes the 
proof. 
Remark 4.3.1 The primeness condition on A^  in case of Corollary 4.3.2, and Theorem 
4.3.5, can not be ommitted. 
Example 4.3.1 Let A' = A''i ® A^ 2, where A^ i is a zero-symmetric near ring and ^^ 2 is a 
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ring by define d : N —> N hy d{{x, y)) = (0, y) and 9 : N —y N by 9{{x, y)) = (x, 0) 
for all {x,y) e A'^ . Then rf is a two sided ^'-derivation on N such that d acts as a 
homomorphism on N and 9{xy) — 9{x)9{y) for all x,y G N. Furthermore, if N2 is 
commutative, then d acts as an anti-homomorphism on N and if N2 is abelian, then 
d{x + y - x -y) = 0 iov all x,y ^ N. But d / 0 and (A ,^ +) is not abehan. 
Motivated by Theorem 4.3.1, we proved the following more general result: 
Theorem 4.3.3 Let N he a, semiprime near ring. Suppose that ^ is a mapping on A'' 
such that e{N) = N and 9{ab) = 9{a)9{h), for all a,be N. If ti is a (^,^)-derivation 
on N which acts as a homomorphism on A'', then d = 0. 
Proof Let d act as homomorphism. Then we have 
d(xy) = e{x)d{y) + d(x)(/){y) = d{x)d(y), for all x,y e N (4.3.18) 
Replacing x by yx in (4.3.18), we get 
e{yx)d{y) + d(yx)9{y) = d{yx)d{y), for all x,y e N 
9{y)9{x)d{y) + d{y)d{x)9{y) = d{y)d{x)d{y), for all x,y,zeN 
9{y)9{x)d{y) + d{y)d{x)9{y) = d{y){e{x)d{y) + d{x)9{y)), for all x.yEN. 
Using Lemma 4.2.2, the above relation yields that 
9{y)e{x)d{y) = d{y)9{x)d{y), for all x, y € A^ . (4.3.19) 
Multiplying (4.3.19) on the left by d{z), we obtain 
d{z)9{y)e{x)d{y) = d{z)d{y)9{x)d{y), for all x,y,ze N. 
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-I.e., 
d(z)9(y)e(x)diy) = {e{z)d{y) + d{z)e{y))e{x)d{y), for all x, y, ^  G N. 
d{z)e{y)d{x)d{y) = d{z)d{y)e{x)d{y) + d{z)6{y)6{x)d{y), for all x, y, 2 G iV 
-i.e., 
e{z)d{y)e{x)d{y) = 0, for all x,y,z^ N. 
Since 6{N) = N, the above relation yields that 9{z)d[y)rd{y) = 0, for all y,z e N and 
r e N. Now replace r by r6'(z), to obtain 6{z)d(y)rd{z)d(y) = 0, for all y,z e N and 
r e A^ , i.e., d{z)d[y)N6{z)d{y) = {0}, for all y,z e N. The semiprimeness of A'' yields 
that 
9{z)d{y) = 0, for all x,y E N. (4.3.20) 
Again using the fact that (^A'') = N, we have sd{y) = 0, for ally e N and s e N. Re-
placing s by (i(?/)5, we get d{y)sd{y) - 0, for &\\y e A and s e N. The semiprimeness 
of A^  yields that d{y) = 0, for all y e N. Hence rf = 0. 
Remark 4.3.2 The following example justifies the fact that our results do not hold in 
case of an arbitrary near ring. 
Example 4.3.2 Let N = Ni ® N2, where Ni is a zero-symmetric near ring and N2 is 
a ring. Define a!: A^  - ^ A^  by d{{x, y)) = (0, y) and ^ : A^  - ^ A^  by e{{x, y)) = {x, 0), 
for all x,y e N. Then d is a {6, /)-derivation on A'' such that d acts as a homomorphism 
on A^  and e{xy) = d{x)9{y), for all x,yeN. 
4.4 Generalized derivations in prime rings 
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In 1991 Bresar [42] introduced the notion of a generalized derivation in rings. As 
a motivation Golbasi [65] defined the analogous concept of a generalized derivation in 
near rings. 
Definition 4.4.1( GeneraHzed derivation) Let A'' be a near ring and d be a derivation of 
N. An additive mapping / : N —> N is said to be a right generalized derivation (resp. 
left generalized derivation) if f{xy) = f{x)y + xd{y) (resp. f{xy) = d{x)x + xf{y)) 
holds for all X, y G A', / i s said to be a generalized derivation of A' with associated 
derivation d if it is both a left and right generalized derivation of A" associated with d. 
Remark 4.4.1 The following example is sufficient to show that a generalized deriva-
tion even of a ring need not be a derivation. 
Example 4.4.1 Let 
Define f -.R—^R by 
-^  = 1 n \ \a,b,ceZ2 
F 
and a derivation d : R —y R by 
^ 0 c^ 
a b\ _ f a 0 
0 c j ~ I 0 0 
Then it can be easily verified that F is a generalized derivation on R but not a deriva-
tion on R. 
Generally we do not mention the derivation d associated with a generalized deriva-
tion / , rather prefer to call / simply a generalized derivation. We may observe that 
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the concept of a generalized derivation includes the concept of a derivation and a gen-
eralized inner derivation, also that of a left multipher (-i.e., f(xy) = f{x)y) when 
rf = 0. Thus the results which have already been proved for derivations can be further 
extanded to the mentioned notions. 
Golbasi [65] obtained the following results for generalized derivations of a near 
ring. 
Lemma 4.4.1 Let A'' be a near ring. 
{%) If / is a right generalized derivation of N with associated derivation o?, then 
f{xy) = xd{y) + f{x)y for all x,yeN. 
(ii) If / is a left generalized derivation of A'' with associated d, then f{xy) = xf{y) -^  
d{x)y for all x,y E N. 
Proof, (i) For any x,y E N, we get 
fix{y + y)) = f{x){y + ?/) + xd{y + y) = f{x)y + f{x)y + xd{y) + xd{y) 
and f{xy + xy) = f{x)y + xd{y) + f[x)y + xd{y). Compairing these two expressions, 
one can obtain f{x)y + xd{y) = xd[y) + f{x)y and so, f{xy) - xd(y) + f(x)y, for all 
x,y e N. 
(ii) Can be proved similarly. 
Lemma 4.4.2 Let N be a near ring. 
(z) If / is a right generahzed derivation of N with associated derivation d, then 
{f{x)y + xd[y))z = f{x)yz + xd{y)z, for all x,yGN. 
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(M) If / is a left generalized derivation of A'^  with associated derivation d, then {d{x)y+ 
xf{y))z = d{x)yz + xf{y)z, for all x,yeN. 
Proof, (i) For all x,y G N, we get 
f{{xy)z) = f{xy)z + xyd{z). 
On the other hand, 
f{x{yz)) = f{x)yz + xd{yz) = f{x)yz + xd{y)z + xyd{z). 
From these two expressions of f{xyz), we obtain that, for all x,y e N. 
(a) Can be proved in the similar manner. 
Lemma 4.4.3 Let A'' be a prime near ring, admitting a nonzero generaUzed derivation 
/ with associated nonzero derivation d and let a e N. 
(i) If af{N) = 0, then a = 0. 
(M) If f{N)a = 0, then a = 0. 
Proof, (i) For all x,y e N, we get 
0 = af{xy) = af{x)y + axd{y), and so, aNd{N) = 0. Since N is prime and d 7^  0, we 
obtain a = 0. 
(M) A similar argument works if /(A'')a = 0. 
Theorem 4.4.1 Let N be a near ring admitting a generalized derivation / associated 
with a nonzero derivation d. If A^  is 2-torsion free and P = 0, then / = 0. 
Proof. For arbitrary x,y e N,we have 
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0 = fM = fifM) = fifi^)y + ^d{y)) = f\x)y + 2f{x)d{y) + xd\y). 
By the hypothesis, 
2f{x)d{y) + xd^y) = 0 for all x,y e N. (4.4.1.) 
Replacing f{x) by x in (4.4.1), we get f{x)d^{y) = 0, for all x,y E N. By Lemma 
4.4.2(M), we obtain that d^{N) = 0 or / = 0. If d^{N) = 0, then rf = 0 from Theorem. 
2.2.3(w), a contradiction. So, we find / = 0. 
The following theorem due to Golbasi [65]is a generalization of Theorem 2.3.1. 
Theorem 4.4.2 Let A'' be a prime near ring admitting a nonzero generahzed derivation 
/ with associated derivation d. If j{N) C Z{N)^ then (A'', +) is abeUan. Moreover, if 
A'^  is 2-torsion free, then A'' is a commutative ring. 
Proof. Suppose that a e N such that /(a) 7^  0. So, /(a) G Z(7V)\{0} and 
/(a) + /(a) G Z{N)\{Q}. For all x,yeN, we have 
(x + y){f{a) + /(a)) = (/(a) + f{a)){x + y), that is, 
xf{a) + xf{a) + yf{a) + yf{a) = f{a)x + /(a)y + f{a)x + f{a)y. Since /(a) G ^(A^), 
we get f{a)x + /(a)y = /(o)?/ + f{a)x and so, f{a){x,y) = 0 for all x,y e N. Since 
/(a) G Z(A'^ )\{0} and A'' is a prime near-ring, it follows that (x, y) = 0, for all x,y e N. 
Thus (A^ , +) is abehan. 
Using the hypothesis, for any x,y,z e N, zf{xy) - f{xy)z. By Lemma 4.4.1(M), 
we have zd{x)y+zxf{y) = d{x)yz+xf{y)z. Using f{N) C Z{N) and (A ,^+) is abelian, 
we find that 
zd{x)y - d{x)yz = [x, z]f{y), for all x, y, z G TV. (4.4.2) 
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Substituting f{z) for z in (4.4.2), we get f{z)[d{x),y] = 0, for all x,y,z G N. Since 
f{z) e ^(A'') and / is a nonzero generalized derivation with associated derivation d, 
we get d{N) c Z(N). So, A'' is a commutative ring by Theorem 2.3.4. 
Very recently in 2008 Bell [32] further proved Theorem 4.4.2, for a left generalized 
derivation of a near ring and hence extended Theorem 2.3.4. 
Theorem 4.4.3 Let A^  be a 2-torsion free prime ring. If A'' admits a nonzero left 
generahzed derivation / with associated derivation d such that f{N) C Z{N), then A^  
is a commutative ring. 
Following Lemmas are required to prove the Theorem. 
Lemma 4.4.4 Let A'^  be an arbitrary near ring and let / be a left generalized deriva-
tion of A'" with associated derivation d. Then {f{a)b + ad{b))c = f(a)bc + ad{b)c, for 
all a,b,ce N. 
Proof. Clearly f{(ab)c) — f{ab)c + abd{c) = (f{a)b + ad{b))c + abd{c) and by using 
Theorem 2.2.1, we obtain f{a{bc)) = f{a)bc + ad{bc) = f{a)bc + ad{b)c + abd{c). 
Compairing these two expressions for f{abc) we get the desired conclusion. 
Lemma 4.4.5 Let N he a. prime near ring and let / be a generalized derivation with 
associated derivation d 7^  0. If d{f{N)) = {0}, then f{d{N)) = {0}. 
Proof. We are assuming that d{f{x)) = {0} for all x e N, it follows that 
d{f{xy)) = dif{x)y) + d{xd{y)) = 0 for all x,yeN, that is, 
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f{x)d{y) + d{x)d{y) + xd\y) = 0 for all x, y e N. (4.4.3) 
Aplying d again, we get 
f{x)d\y) + d\x)d{y) + d{x)d\y) + d{x)d\y) + xd\y) = 0 for all x.y^N. (4.4.4) 
Taking d{y) instead of y in (4.4.3) gives f{x)d'^{y) + d{x)d'^{y) + xd^{y) = 0, hence 
(4.4.4) yields 
d^{x)d{y) + d{x)d^[y) = QhxSi\\ x,y ^ N. (4.4.5) 
Now, substitute d(x) for x in (4.4.3), obtaining f{d(x))d(y)+d^{x)d{y)+d{x)d^{y) = 0; 
and use (4.4.5) to conclude that f{d{x))d{y) = 0 for all x,y e N. Thus, by Theorem 
2.2.3(m), f{d{x)) = 0 for all x e N. 
Proof of Theorem 4.4.3 Since f ^0, there exists x e N such that 0 j^ f{x) e Z{N). 
Since f(x) + f{x) = f(x + x) e Z{N),{N,+) is abelian by Theorem 2.2.3 (ii). To 
complete the proof, we show that N is multiplicatively commutative. 
First, consider the case d = 0, so that f{xy) = f(x)y e Z{N) for all x,y G N. 
Then f{x)y'w — 'wf{x)y, hence f{x){yw — wy) — 0 for all x,y,w e N. Choosing x such 
that f{x) ^ 0 and invoking Theorem 2.2.3(i), we get yw — wy = 0 for all y,w E N. 
Now assume that d ^ 0, and let c e ^(A^)\{0}. Then f(xc) = /(x)c + x(/(c) e 
Z{N), therefore, {f{x)c + xd{c))y = y{f{x)c + xd{c)) for all x,y e N, and by Lemma 
4.4.4, we see that f{x)cy + xd{c)y = yf[x)c + yxd{c). Since both /(x) and d{c) are in 
^(A^), we have d{c)ixy - yx) = 0 for all x,y e N, and provided that d{Z{N)) ^ {0}, 
we can conclude that N is commutative. 
Assume now that d y^  0 and d{Z{N)) = {0}. In partiular, rf(/(x)) = 0 for all 
x e N. Note that for c G A^  such that /(c) = 0,/(cx) = c(i(x) G Z(A^). Hence 
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by Lemma 4.4.5, d{x)d{y) G Z{N) and d{y)d{x) G Z{N) for each x,y e N. If one 
of these is 0, the other is a central element squaring to 0, hence is also 0. The re-
maining possibility is that d{x)d{y) and d{y)d{x) are nonzero central elements, in 
which case d{x) is not a zero divisor. Thus d{x)d{x)d{y) = d{x)d{y)d{x) yields 
d(x){d(x)d{y) - d(y)d{x)) = 0 = d{x)d{y) - d{y)d{x). Consequently, A'' is commu-
tative by Theorem 2.3.5. 
Theorem 4.4.4 Let A'^  be a prime near ring and / be a left generalized derivation of 
A'' with associated derivation d. If p = 0, then d^ = 0. Moreover if N is 2-torsion free, 
then d{Z{N)) = {0}. 
Proof. We have 
f{xy) = f{f{x)y + xd[y)) = f{x)d{y) + f{x)d{y) + xd\y) = 0 for all x.y^N. 
(4.4.6) 
Applying / to (4.4.6) gives 
f{x)d\y) + f{x)d\y) + J[x)d\y) + xd\y) = 0 for all x,yeN. (4.4.7) 
Substituting d{y) for y in (4.4.7) gives 
f{x)d\y) + f{x)d\y) + xd\y) = 0 for all x,y e N. (4.4.8) 
Therefore, by (4.4.6) and (4.4.7), 
f{x)d^{y) = 0 hi all x,yeN. (4.4.9) 
It now follows from (4.4.8) that xd^{y) = 0 for all x,y e N; and since N is prime, 
d3 = 0. 
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Suppose now that A'' is 2-torsion-free and that d{N) ^ {0}, and let z e Z{N) 
be such that d{z) ^ 0. Then li x,y e N and f{N)x = {0}, then fiyz)x = 
f{y)zx + yd{z)x = 0 = yd{z)x; and since A'' is prime and d{z) is not a zero divi-
sor, X = 0. It now follows from (4.4.9) that d^  = 0 and hence by Theorem 2.2.3 
(iv), that d = 0. But this contradicts our assumption that d{Z{N)) ^ {0}, hence 
d{Z{N)) = {0} as claimed. 
Theorem 4.4.5 Let N he a 2-torsion free prime near ring with unity 1. If / is a 
left generahzed derivation of A'' with associated derivation d such that P = 0 and 
/ ( I ) e Z{N), then / = 0. 
Proof. Note that f{x) = f{lx) = f{l)x + ld{x), so 
f{x)^cx + d{x), ceZ{N). (4.4.10) 
If c = 0, then f = d and d^  = 0, so d = 0 by Theorem 2.2.3 {iv), and therefore / = 0. 
If c / 0, then c is not a zero divisor, hence by (4.4.9) d^  = 0 and d = 0. But then 
f{x) — ex and /^(x) = c^(x) = 0 for all x E N. Since c^  is not a zero divisor, we get 
N = {0}, a contradiction. Thus, c = 0 and we are finished. 
Theorem 4.4.6 Let A'" be a 2-torsion free prime near ring admitting a generalized 
derivation / with associated derivation d. If f{x)f{y) = f{y)f{x) for all x,y £ N, 
then A'' is a commutative ring. 
Proof. The argument used in the proof of Theorem 4.4.2, shows that if both z and 
z + z commute elementwise with f{N), then we have 
zf{x,y) = 0 for all x,y e N. (4.4.11) 
Substituting f{t),t e N for z in (4.4.11), we get f{t)f{x,y) = 0. By Lemma 4.4.2(z), 
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we obtain that f{x,y) = 0 for all x,y e N. For all x,y e N. For any w e N, we have 
0 = f{wx, wy) = f{w{x,y)) = d{'w){x,y) + wf{x,y) and so, we obtain 
d(w){x,y) = 0, for all x,y e N. From Theorem 2.2.3 (m), we get {x,y) = 0 for all 
x,y G N. 
Now, assume that N is 2-torsion free. By the assumption [/(A'^ ),/(A'^ )] = 0, we 
have 
f{z)f{fix)y) = f{f{x)y)f{z) for all x,y,ze N. Hence, we get 
f{z)d{f{x))y+mmm = difixMiz)+mmfiz) i.e 
f{z)dU[x))y + f{x)f{z)f{y) = d{f{x))yf{z) + f[x)f{z)f{y) 
and so, 
f{z)d{f{x))y = dU[x))y = d{fix))yf{z), for all x, y,zeN. (4.4.12) 
If we take yw instead of y in (4.4.12.), then d{f{x))ywf{z) = f{z)d{f{x))yw = 
d{f{x))yf{z)w and so, d{f{x))N{f{z)w - wf{z)} = 0, for all x,z e N. Since A^  is 
a prime near ring, we have d{f{N)) = 0 or f{N) C Z{N). Hence, in view of Theorem 
4.4.3, we may assume that d{f{N)) = 0 and therefore, by Lemma 4.4.5, that f{d{N)) -• 
{0}. We calculate f{d{x)d{y)) in two ways. Using the defining property of / , we ob-
tain f{d{x)d{y)) = f{d{x))d{y) + d{x)d^{y) = d{x)d^{y) and using additional property 
that f{xy) = d{x)y + xf{y) for all x,y e N, where / is generalized derivation with 
associated derivation d, we obtain f{d{x)d{y)) - d^[x)d{y) + d{x)f{d{y)) = d^{x)d{y). 
Thus, d^{x)d{y) = d{x)d^{y) for all x,y E N, hence by Lemma 2.2.3 {Hi), d^ = 0. 
Thus, d = 0, contrary to our original hypothesis, so that the case d{f{N)) = {0} does 
not in fact occur. 
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